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YEAR

TWENTY-NINT- H

ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO,

ABE
CONFERENCE

CENTER OF

SHROUDED III

STILL SHORT

STAGE

MOT!

OF CASH

OF STANDARD TRIAL OF SENATOR BORAH
'

OIL INTERESTS CALLED

COMMENCES

AT BOISE

BODY

OF WOMAN FOUND

AT SEATTLE

CORTELYOU'S COURSE

IDENTIFIED

RELIEF

BRINGS LITTLE

Capital Stock to be Increased Work of Selecting Jurymen Police Incpned to Hold Hus- No Prospect of Permanent Re
band of Dead Girl ResponsReveals Public Sentiment In
and Other Innovations Made
lief Before First of Year,
ible for Cowardly Crime; Says Henry Clews iii Review
According to Report, Which
Favor of Law Maker Ac
Denies,
Suspect Cannot be Found,
cused of Law Breaking,
'of Money Situation,
Vice-Presid-

ent

New York, Sept. 23. A representaSeattle, Wash., Sept. 23. The poHolse, Idaho, Sept. 23. The case of
tive of the Standard Oil company said United Slates Senator William E. Bo- lice have positively identified the body
today that the statement that a con- rah, charged with conspiracy to de- of the dead woman found stuffed In a
of valuable trunk cast upon the beach at South
ference of Standard 01! Interests hat fraud the government
been called for the purpose of chang timber lands, was called today before Alkl yesterday morning, as that of
ing the name of the company and ef Judge Edward Whltson In the United Mrs. Agnes Trueman McCorbs Covfecting a reorganization In general !s States district court. Senator Borah's ington, seventeen years old. The
"We ran do prominence and popularity, the lead- woman had been strangled to death.
without foundation.
nothing In this respect so long as the ing part
ho took In the prosecution of She was the wife of Frank Covington
company Is under investigation. I
was for several months employed as' a
D. Haywood, who
can say, however, that as soon as the William
Standard Oil company has freed Itself charged with the murder of Governor salesman by a Seattle liquor company.
now
from the labyrinth of litigation
and the fact that over Covington Is missing and the police
involving It there will be a reorgani- Steunenberg,
'
well
a
inknown residents of are looking for him. Acquaintances
hundred
be
will
zation. The capital stock
creased to an amount mure in har- southern Idaho are alleged to be In- say they, have not seen him for a
week.
mony with 'the value of Its assets, say volved with him In the
conWe
The body In the trunk had been
to $400,000,000 or $500.000,000.
to
spiracy,
combined
attract
interest
dead at least a week. Mrs. Covingalso propose to Issue periodical statements of earnings, operations, elc. We to the prosecution against him equal ton Is a daughter of Trueman Mcpropose to give to the government ev- to tíiat which marked the first of the Corbs, who lives near Vernon, B. C.
The only plausible motive so far aderything in the way of Information Western Federation trials here. The
for the crime Is that murder
that It calls for, which Is all we can
was crowded to over- vanced
court
district
infollowed
a violent quarrel. A woman
do. If we are guilty of certain
said today that Covington and his wife
fractions of the law then practically flowing.
The work of selecting a jury to pass lived at her house for several months
all other corporations are guilty of the
same offenses and should be treated upon the defendant's guilt or Inno- and finally had to be ordered from
accordingly, but we are confident we cence was begun. Very little progress the house. They left about ten days,
ago, and since then the police have
will win out." Later In the day, after the above interview had been pub- was made at the morning session, as lost track of them. Information, howlished, John D. Archbold, vice presi- frequent arguments
arose among ever, that uppears to come as reliable,
dent of the company, said the state- counsel as to propriety and legality of is that after leaving this house the
ment to the effect that the Standard many of the questions asked in the Covington went to South Alkl and
Oil company is about to confer as to preliminary examination of the pro- lived In a tent. If It be found that
they did live at South Alkl, the police
changing Us name. Its Incorporation, posed jurymen.
and so forth, is unauthorized and unAdditional Interest was lent to the are confident that the murder was
true.
trial by the announcement of the committed In the tent there, and In
government's attorney that John Doe, order to cover up the crime the body
was stuffed In the trunk and deposited
HKLIKVKI) KKLUlGfi HAS
named umong Senator Borah's
bay. The trunk Is an
h
Tltl'MI CARD IV KKSF.nVK
was former Governor Frank in the round-top
ioned
receptacle.
it Is understood that Frank I?. Kel- Steunenberg, killed by a bomb placed
Covlngtons
to
are
In
The
known
have
logg, the government's counsel
the by Harry Orchard. The examination
suit to dissolve the Standard Oil com- of jurors had not progressed very far had that particular,y kind of a trunk
pany of New Jersey, has important before a vein of bias developed in faevidence in his possession bearing on vor of Senator Borah. One of the
the alleged relationship between rail- Jurymen said he had no opinion as to
road rates and the profits of the cor- the senator's innocence because of
poration In the last eight years. It what he knew of htm as a man and
is said that this phase of the case Is what, his friends thought of him.
being reserved until he line
""lie waSTharieiige'd by thV governtloning pursued lost week Is finished. ment und excused. Judge Whitson
to
To back his reported evidence as
announced that the jury would not be
rebates, Kellogg haR had subpoenas allowed to separate during the trial.
upon several Pennsylvania
served
The array of counsel In either sid.mil New York Central railroad of- Is imposing. The government, whose
ficials.
representatives here freely predict a
of the hearing
W. H. Tilford, treasurer
of sensational Interest, ha
Standard Oil company, today gave practically taken the case out of the
further testimony In the government's hands of the local district attorney,

CorreHpndenc Morning Journal.
New York, Sept. 21. The week has
seen no change of moment in stock
exchange circles. As was to be expected, the market from day to day
has this week proved u favorable one
Special

for traders, fluctuations covering a
fairly wide range as the result of day
But fundamental
to day happenings.
conditions remain unchanged, partic
ularly as regards the money situation.
Secretary Cortelyou. it is true, has by
his timel yuse of public funds,' removed the fear of extreme stringency,
he has not, however, and probably
will not be. to moro than temper the
strain caused by the permanent locking up of capital resulting from the
tremendous business and Industrial
energy that has marked the last fe?
years of unreasoning optimism and
unregulated expansion, Money is unquestionably scare, with the prospects of continuing so at least over
the turn of the year. The situation is
well illustrated by the difficulty that
virtually all large mercantile estab
are experiencing In dislishments
counting their paper, very close to 7
per cent being the minimum requirement from the largest find strongest
houses, with corresponding figures,
amounting in. Instances to practical
prohibition, for houses under ordinary
conditions considered strong, but not
strong enough to receive accommodation when money
can readily be
placed on a safer basis at equivalent
rates. This is a feature fraught with
danger. The commercial paper strain
is one of gradual development. Money
has for so long been active nt New
York, the financial center, that the
necessities of many of our larger mercantile houses Were about sixty to
ninety days ago financed by
and especially by western, institutions. It was quite natural these
Institutions should only discount ma
turities that would allow tho Immedi
ate
of their funds
Virt-h- e
period Hr-i'and as that period Is now at
hand, the mercantile borrowers ar.
being compelled to take un their pa
per and are experiencing unusual difficulty In replacing it. They are compelled to apply to New York institutions for that purpose, and lenders
here have much more than they can
handle without taking up the addiaction against the company. Tilford Norman E. Kuick, against whom
tional burden. We are experiencing
testified that the Manhattan Oil com charges of Improper conduct before
a national
an International scan It v
pany of Ohio had sold to the Stand the grand jury, have been tiled, and
of liquid capital, and must be content
nrd rompany 754 tank cars between assigned the matter to special at
to enter a period of rest and recuper189
and 1901. The purchase was i torneya trained in timber land laws
ation after the long exhausting, unbri
made for the Standard companv by and rresn lrom success! ui prosecu- dled financial Industrial anl mercan
Its subsidiary company, the
Union tlons in other western states. These FIRED FOR REFUSAL TO
tile enthusiasm and hysteria through
Tank line. Tilford could not say if Include M. C. Burch. of Detroit, and
which we have passed. Wall street,
TEST COMMERCIAL WIRES the
the Standard made any contract to S. N. Bush, of Omaha, special assistnerve center of the country, was
supply certain gas companies with oil ants to the attorney
general, and
first to realize the necessity of conwhen It took over the Manhattan com- United States District Attorney Timogave the neces
traction its
pany.
thy F. Burke, of Wyoming. Among Grievance Committe of 0, R, sary foresightfunctions
and it is but natural
"As a matter of fact, don't you Senator Borah's attorneys Is James
that
be
a corresponding
there should
know that the Standard Oil company Hawley, senior counsel for the mate
T, Called to Meet in Denver readjustment of Industrial and mermade a contract with the People's in the Haywood case.
energy a readjustment that
cantile
Cos and Light company?"
The Indictment against Borah alto Take Up Cases of Men from a broad standpoint Is at once"
"Yes, su'h a contract was made In leges that he, with twelve
natural and necessary and one that
19X9." said Tilford.
conspired to defraud the govDischarged on Rio Grande, willTheprove, beneficial.
"And was not that contract made ernment of many thousands of acres
annual statement of the com
because JO. C. Benedict and Anthony of timber lands In Kolse county. it I A
ptroller of the currency on the condiBrady would not sell the Manhathiu alleged that one hundred and eight
tion
of all nntlonal banks of the
Denver, Sept. 23. A. H. Wasson, of country
Oil company unless the gas romp 'fi- residents of Boise took
out timber
under the call of September
of the general
les were guaranteed a supply o oil claims und swore In doing so that this city, chairman
an exceptionally mnortant one.
is
for ten years?"
they were acting solely In their own committee of the Order of Railway Comparisons are available
the
"( don't know that the contract
Interests, whereas they had entered Telegraphers In Colorado, today called figures of May 20 of this with
year and
made for that reason," answ red Into agreements to turn the lands a meeting of the committee to consid- September
4
year.
of
cuse
In
last
the
Tilford. "I know the contract was over to three selected men, who In er the cases of H. II. Skeggs, wire of the former the loans and discounts
mude for two years."
turn were to transfer them to the chief and manager of the telegraph show the large expansion of forty-seve- n
Mr. Milburn's Interrogatories to the Barber Lumber company, of Wiscon office of the Denver and Kin (rancie
million dollars, while the cor(irund Junction, and
railroad at
witness were designed to show that In sin.
responding figures
last year show
'ie II fight in Colorado between the
All the men Indicted except Senator Frank Schaum, operator for the same the rather startlingfor
on road at Mack, a station Just west of millions. As a partialexpansion of 379
Standard find the Independent compa- Borah filed pleas in abatement
offset, there has
Grand Junction. Both of 'these men, been
nies, the rirst t cut price; were the the ground of the alleged mlseondu
nn Increase of sixty-eigmilIndependent companies, and that there of the district attorney. It being al It Is claimed, were discharged for re- lions In
specie
and
nine
millions In lewere no troubles made for the Inde- leged that he made arguments before fusing to obey the Instructions con- gal tenders,
while deposits have Incerning the testing of Western Union
pendent companies except those whlcn the grand jury.
119 millions. An appreciable
running along the railroad right creased
In a hearing of the charges against wires
nrine from natural causes. Mr. Tilpart of this expansion undoubtedly
ford explained that the reason whv the Hulck it developed In the testimony of of way.
According to his story, Skeggs was represents the transfer of loans to
supply of crude oil hod been cut down the secretary of the old grand Jury
Union this country from abroad; but It nevto sixteen Independents In the Pitts- that the names of "John Doe" and ordered to test the Western
also reflects a strain upon
burg field Just before the agreement "Klchard Hoe," appearing In the In- wires out of Grand Junction running ertheless
financial situation which foreign
was made with the Standard, was be- dictments, were not on the list of to Suit Lake, and he refused. He was the
money
are not In a position to
cause the oil supplv In that district names given him to be voted upon. It called to Denver to explain his action, relieve centers
In the form of abstract loans.
being
statement
and
satisfacnot
his
ex-devpl.
was diminishing.
J
developed
Mr.Mllburn
that Buick made
also
discharged.
Today On the other hand, we may unqueso"Pd that the ol! firm of Schofleld, iciuicu remains 10 iiie juiy, uui mere tory, he was
tionably rely upon the beneficial
Schurmer Sc Teagle, of Cleveland, en Is a difference of opinion whether he Schaum was ordered to test the Westlarge exports of our agriculIndependent company, was not forced confined himself to the law, which Is ern Union wire between Grand Junc- tural of
products, of which we hove n
and he refused.
Into (he Standard's control, but hod permissible, or reviewed the case In tion and Salt
sufficiently adequate supply to export
been taken over after many suirges-tion- s evidence and summed up as he would He wus discharged on tho spot. The at the favorable prices
from he officers of Schofleld. before a trial Jury. It was also de- meeting Is to be held as soon as the abroad will compel buyers conditions
there to
Schurmer & Co, The questions that veloped that Hulck told the Jurors he members of the general committee
probably on pay. It Is quite evident that there
the can reach Denver,
adduced this testimony and others thought the evidence warranted
is
ample
room
adjust
to
prices to a faput to the witness showed that the de- Indictment and that he was acting un- Wednesday of this week.
vorable export basis If It should prove
fendants Intend to meet the govern- der direct orders from Washington.
the present range Is too high; cotton,
ment on every point raised In' the long Hulck Is yet to be heard in his own
tor instance, Is about 2 Vie per pound
bill of complaint.
defense.
higher than a year ago, wheat Is 25c
per bushel In round figures, corn 15c
DEATH CLAIMS VETERAN
and oats 25c. Imports are continuing
g
at a new
rate, the duTIF.1ELV flESGUE OF
RAILROAD PRESIDENT
tiable entries for the month of August, for Instance, at New York being
valued at $33,694.000, as against
SUSTAINED
Samuel Sloan. 1iik In Charge of
the preceding August, and the
J, les jM'uri
I jkauaiiiiu's Afluir
duties collected on direct Imports for
In New York.
the month were $14,311,000, comparing with $1.1.6x1,000.
duties
Supreme
California
Court are now available underThese
the Aldrlch
New York, Sept. 23. Samuel Sloan,
amendment for deposits In the na
chairman of the board of directors of
Blasts Hopes of Those Who tlonal banks, Instead, as has been
Delaware, Iackawanna. and WestTwo Hundred People Stranded the
heretofore the case, of being trann-ferre- d
of that
ern railroad and
to the treasury, where they
Attacked Legality of Grand
road, who lies dead at his summer
could
only resume circulation by
Island; home at
Barren Artie
. on
means
e
eighty-ninyears
of the regular congressional
In
spent fifty of his
Jury,
appropriations.
Taken Off by Revenue Cutter active railroad work and only ceased
The decision of the Amalgamated
to be engaged In It a short time beHan Francisco, Cal., Sept. 23.
fore his death. In his long career
The Copper company to curtail production
Washington, Sept. 23. A message he Joined forces at one time or an- state supreme court late today ren 50 per cent as a first step, and whatnames dered a decision upholding the valid ever additional amount may be needed
was received at the treasury depart- other with many men whose
Oliver grand Jury to readjust the production to the marment today from Captain Munger, were conspicuous In the financial his- ity of the
commanding the Behring sea lleet of tory of New York. He was Intimately On this decision depends the fate of ket requirements, Is a move In the
Inted with JmV Gould. Uussell the Indictments found subsequent to right direction; It may be regarded as
revenue cuitéis, doted at UnuliiNka,
the forerunner of similar movements
stating that tho cutter MoCulloch had Sago and Commodore Vunderbllt and j March last.
An attack was made on the grand In other quarters. The Smelting trust
rescued 243 persons from the ship he outlived them all. Mr. Sloan's In"John Currier," which was wrecked terests were large. He built up the Jury by William M. Abbott, of the Is recommending to Independent lead
August 9th In Nelson's litgoon, Unl. IjicUuwunno, which was relatively an United Hallways; Frank O. Prumm producers a general reduction of 60
mak Island, Behring se. All the rs- - unimportant road when he became It John Martin and Eugene De Sabia, of per cent In the output under threat ol
cued people were transferred to the head, until Its stock sold higher than the Sun Francisco Gus company, and flooding the market with supplies If
cutter Thetis on September 16, ami thut of any other railroad In the eoun-th- e other defendants, to test the validity the recommendation Is Ignored. The
States SI"1
Thetis hud discretionary orders for try. During his administration he did of the Indictments charging them with chairman of the United
board In a published
binding at either Seward or Seattle. not permit Sunday trains to run on bribery. They contended that in Feb- corporation
decreased
the
The rescue was tlinelv as the food the Lucka wanna. Mr. Sloan was loyal ruary lust the names fur the grand statement shows that
supply saved from the Currier was to Ireland, his native bind, all his life, lory were drawn, and that, while the demand Is fully recognized in Iron and
getting short and the place where the and whs delighted, four years ago, Oliver jury had not been discharged. steel circles, and suite frankly that
wreck occurred was H desolate and when In' was elected a member of the Its powers lapsed with the first step the new orders for the hitler half of
11107 are 25 per rent below" those uf
Friendly Sons of St. J'atrlck ,
taken to Impanel Its successor.
barren shore.
old-fas-

n,

"cTop-kfinafi1'-

d.

UUP
III STRIKE

ht

ls

W IIHI1S

record-breakin-

$30,-953,0-

11K1S

Garrlson-on-the-Hudso-

n,

i

,

the corresponding figures of last year.
or a
of the railroads
strong and more perfect rail Is, ot
In
course, a factor In this situation
that there Is every encouragement for
railroads to refrain from purchasing
roadbed supplies until the Joint com
mittee of railroad men and manufae
turen who are giving the question
scientific study shall .have made their
report. It is possible that orders for
been
steel rails' that have naturally
accumulating during the period of
suspense will then make much more
favorable comparisons than 'at present.
The news developments of the week
aside from the efforts to reduce the
metal production have been on the
whole quite favorable. The New York
city 4 14 per cent bonds, which were
offered last week, have sold at about
4 per cent premium over the average
price of Issue and the older bonds of
the municipality have similarly appreciated in value. The advance In Northern Pacific is construed as an Indication that favorable developments of
some character are pending In connection with that stock, despite specific denials of equally specific forecasts alleging to give the details of
the coming action. Mr. Morgan has
given official denial that he htis been
accumulating Union Pacific or that
any basis exists for a report, widely
circulated, that he had purchased 60,'- 000 shares, representing an enforced
sale by a prominent member of the
Standard Oil party. The government'.
Investigation, which has been in prog
ress in this city this week Into tho
Oil
company, although
Stanudrd
showing sensational
financing anf'
feature
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OCTOPUS MA Y IDAHO AGAII! IN TRUNIÍEÍ1 URDER WALL STREET

GUI ITS

Tear.
Br Mall, (5.00
Month.
Br Carrier. 0.

SEPTEMBER 24, 1907.

TUESDAY,

GOIECTIOHIRSU

BIG

AT SILVER CUT

Report of Colorado Title and Trust Company, W'vr Made
Original Finding on Bursum's Management of Penitentiary
Finances', Was Not Brought Into Question

Before Judge

Frank W. Parker.

CORRECTNESS OR INCORRECTNESS
WAS NOT CONSIDERED BY COURT
,

Attorney

Signed Stipulation Excluding Findings
of the Colorado Expert Accountants From the Scope of the

the market situation In that
in tin ill lit Ml m in- that had previously been
the subject of general and confident
In

mrini I'inini
formation
t

belief.

Its main connection with the mar- - '
contained In Its practical dem- onstration that the administration nasi
not given up its campaign
against
wnmgdoers.be they Individuals or
large corporations. The president Is!
In the fight to stay and the successful
completion of his plans means added
protection and value for the holders
of securities. He has been misrepresented, but thinking people are every
day beginning to see the wisdom of
his policy and the beneficial results
to ensue. It Is not the president's policy that is the source of weakness in
the Wul! street situation. The real
trouble Is the fact that Wall street
and the country nt large have gone
ahead too fast and are now suffering
the inevitable reaction. The president's avowed policy of punishment
for corporation officials responsible
for evil deeds is one that will prove
efficacious and has the additional
merit of avoiding punishment of Innocent stockholders for what they are in
nowise responsible.
The situation Is not suggestive of a
pronounced and sustained rise; caution should be exercised in
and profits should he promptly taken
when they accrue. The market premises to continue a favorable one ro?
E X Y CLEWS
quick trading.

for Bursum

Meill

Hearing-Attor- ney

ke.t Is

Field, Representing

B.

the

Colo-.rad-

o

Company, Makes a Brief Statement.
"IN VIEW OF THE STATEMENT WHICH I HAVE SEEN IN THIS
EVENING'S PAPER TO THE EFFECT THAT T1IKKK WAS NO ONE
WITH COURAGE ENOUGH TO CONFRONT MR. BURSUM IN COURT. I
DEEM !T MY DUTY TO MY CLIENT TO SAY THAT BUT FOR A STIPULATION WHICH WAS S G X E I ) 1 WAS PREPARED
TO CONFRONT
MR. BURSUM IN COURT AND SHOW THAT THE HE PORT OF THE
COLORADO TITLE AND TRUST COMPANY WAS CORRECT."
NEILL I?. FIELD. ATTORNEY FOR THE COLORADO TITLE AND
TRUST COMPANY WHICH MADE THE REPORT ON THE MANAGEMENT OF THE FINANCES OF TIP: M'W MEXICO PENITENTIARY

I

I

BY H. O. BURSUM.

As a part of a long article on tho company, of Colorado Springs, Col.,
recent hearing of what Is known as thut the question us to whether or not
the "Bursum case" before Judge a certain report made by the said
Frank AV. Parker In Silver City Sat- Colorado Title and Trust company
urday last, the Albuquerque Evening upon the accounts of the plaintiff as
Citizen, in Its issue of Monday night, superintendent
of the New
Mexico
announces that there was no one pres- penitentiary Is correct is not an Issue
ent at the hearing in Silver City wh In this cause: thut said report, of said
Mr.
"dared confront"
Bursum in Colorado Title and Trust company
court; that Judge Parker's decree is was not offered In evidence In this
y complete vindication of Mr. Rur-sucause and constitutes no part of tho
that It proves the report of the record herein und Is not before tho
Colorado Title and Trust company, court upon the hearing of the excepwhich made the original report on the tions to tho report of said Referee
penitentiary matter, to be false, and SalTord; and that any Judgment which
that it clears Mr. Bursum of all may he rendered in this cause, If the
made against him by that re- said report of wild referee be
INJUNCTION 11E5 UP charges
port.
and confirmed in whole or In
This statement is likely to lead to .1 pari, sikiii mu ne, const ruced as pass- ..i
' mlscmoeption' or
tli :ijui-,'(i- f
inirupiyi
the
ihej
or
orrect- hearing at Silver City and fails toini-Mof said Colorado Title and Trust
company
s
interesting
account
report,
certain
take
of
but
as
treating all
DATE
'
facts in connect ion with that hear - reference to said report by the said
Ing a"t which the report of Referee Safford as not within the nrd A- of
Charles V. Safl'ord was sustained by reference or the Issues In this cause.
This stipulation to bo filed and
the court and a decree rendered by
n part of the record In this
Parker giving Bursum .iuilg-- !
Minnesota's Attempt to Reg- Judge
ca
use.
sum
against
in
ment
the territory
the
(Signed)
of $4, 333. fifi.
IÍ. M. DOUGHERTY,
ulate Railroads in Fair Way In order that the people of New:
Attorney for Plaintiff.
(Signed)
ALBERT P. FALL,
Mexico may hove a cl'ar understand
Attorney General of New Mexico.
to Reach United States Su- ing of the conditions
NEILL B. FIELD,
Judge Parker's decision on the refer-- 1 (Signed)
for Colorado Title and Trust
preme Court,
ee's report and his subsequent decrei' Attorney
Co.
in favor of Mr. Bursum, it should bo!
Judge Parker's Decree.
stated that a stipulation was filed be-- 1
St. Paul, Sept. 23. Judge I.oehrell, fore Judge Parker and approved by! Judge Parker's decree upon the
S.if- - Safford report Is as follows:
of the United States court, today Is- him, prior to the hearing on the ColoJudgment of the CouH.
ford report, which excludes the
sued an injunction that absolutely tics rado Title ami Trust company's report
In the District Court of the Third
up the Minnesota commodity rate law from the Issues In the case and from Judicial district of the Territory
of
New Mexico, within
and for the
pending final decree or until the consideration in connection with Ref- county
of Socorro.
In other words,
report.
's
eree
Safl'ord
court's decision Is overruled in an ap- the report of the ('(dorado Title and Holm O. Bursum, I'lalntlff, vs. Terrirepeal by the state.
The order
tory of New Mexico. No. 6173.
company upon the management
strains the defendant", Including the Trust
This cause coming on for hearing
tho penitentiary finances by Mr.
attorney general and shippers who of
Hursum, was not considered In tho upon the report of C. V. Safl'ord, Esq.,
wcte made parties to the action, and hearing
Silver City and the cor- and upon the exceptions heretofore
all other persons from instituting any rectness at
incorrectness of that re- filed to the said report by the defendproceedings for the violation of said port was or
ant, the territory of New Mexico, and
brought Into question.
not
act and from demanding that any of
reading
of It appearing that upon the completion
Furthermore,
a
careful
the rales contained In the act be given the report of Iteferee Charles V.
d of his Investigation,
the said O. V.
them.
will show that when the referee's Safford, lOsq., filed a detailed repor
Is
reported
state
that the
It
officials references to the report of the Colo- in writing herein, together with all the
are planning to violate the Injunction rado Title and Trust company are testimony taken by him, and
that the
In such a manner that habeas corpus
there Is practically noth- said report states an account between
proceedings will have to be Instituted, eliminated,
the said plaintiff, Holm O. Bursum.
ing left to the Safford report.
in which event the case will be at
Judge Parker's
merely as
decree
of the New Mexonce appealed to the United Slates su- grants Bursum
against the ico territorial penitentiary
and the
preme court and the whole matter territory In the Judgment
territory
of
New Mexico, covering the
sum of $4,333.66, the
determined.
period
of
his
report
sum which Hafford's
several terms of office,
holds the
territory owes him. It excludes the commencing on the 13th day of April,
M'.ltlf SK It.XTK CASKS
1K90
and
extending
up to and InIt
and
Interests
United
of
the
States
KI.MANDID TO NT .VI K COrltTS
not bring into question in any cluding the 13th day of April,
Omaha, Neb., Sent. 23. Judges W. does
1906,
that the said referee has
II. Munger and T. C. Munger, in the way the correctness or Incorrectness made and
all findings of fact necessary
the report of the Colorado Title
federal court today remanded to the of
company, this report having to show the basis of his report; anil
state supremo court the cases of the and Trust
been entirely eliminated from the comes now the territory of New Mexstate of Nebraska against five express scope
of the hearing by the stipula- ico, by its attorney general, A. B.
companies In which the state asks for
tion referred to. which Is signed by Fall, Esq., and comes the said plainan Injunction to prevent the compatiff,
by his attorney, H. M. Doughnies from refusing to put Into effect II. M. Dougherty, attorney for BurAttorney General A. B. Fall, rep- erty, and a hearing had upon the exthe reduced rates ordered by the Sib-Ic- y sum,
resenting the territory, and Nelll It. ceptions filed to the said report of the
law.
í said referee, and the court being duly
The court held that the stale Is the Field, attorney for the Colorado Tit
advised, It Is hereby ordered, adonly plaintiff In the cases and there- and Trust company.
Mr. Field, who was present at the judge and decreed
that each and
fore they cannot be tried in the fedhearing In Sliver City, ano who re- all the sold exceptions to tho said
eral court.
report
be
and the same are hereby
turned to Albuquerque Sunday morning, was asked yesterday evening as overruled.
BRYAN WiIl"HETp"DRAFT
And It further appearing from an
to the effect of the court's decree upon
examination of the repbrt of the nail
PLATFORM IN NEBRASKA the report made by his clients.
"In view of the statement which I referee that he has found all book
have seen In this evening's paper to of original entry which were kept
the effect that there whs no ne with during the period that the said Holm
Commoner Promises to Address Dele-- courage
enough to confront Mr. Bur- O. Bursum was superintendent of thu
gales u4 Today's Democratic
sum in court," said Mr. Field, "I said territorial penitentiary and has
Contention.
deem It my duty to my client to say made his findings
therefrom and
Lincoln, Neb., Sept. 23. The an- Uhal but for a stipulation which was! from the testimony Introduced before
It
him,
and
to,
giving
am
signed,
appearing further from
and of which
nouncement that William J. Bryan
would attend tomorrow's democratic give a copy to the public, J was pre- - the said report that after allowing
Just
jail
Mr.
In
credits
to
pored
and debits that the
Bursum
a
confront
state convention and probably make
speech was the subject of chief Inter court, and to show that the report of, said referee struck a balance therel-- i
est among the delegates who arrived the Colorado Title and Trust coin- - and that the territory of New Mex
ico, the defendant herein, is Justly Intonight for tomorrow's gathering. Mr. pan "as correct."
nao not iiiienoco to mnae ua- - debted to the said plaintiff, Holm o.
Bryan's advice will be asked In the
P.
framing of the platform, which Is the stipulation public, or to have any- Bursum In the sum of $4.333.6.
only business to be transacted, aside thing to say about this proceeding and further appearing from the sold report
I
that
pray
the
said referee has not
think Mr. Bursum could well
from the selection of a chairman and
iiincmpicu to include me rece ots and
his friends"
secretary of the state central commit- to be saved
disbursements
any funds, although
In
saying
of
d
feel
JustllO
the
that
tee and their associates.
pos
Minus. tne actual
The delegates to the republican stole Colorado Title und Trust company ta
convention were on hand In greater prepared to show In any proceeding, session of which never come into the
numbers than those of any of the oth- before any court, where such a show hands of the superintendent, particing would be proper, that Us report l; ularly the salary fuud, the . general
er five parales.
maintenance fund, tho permanent Imcorrect."
provement fund, the penitentiary InThe Stipulation,
YESTERDAYMAJOR
come
fund, and the scenic route fund,
The text of the stipulation referred
which were paid to the treasurer and
LEAGUE RESULTS to Is as follows:
drawn out by warrants by the nudl-to- r
(Copy.)
on vouchers
In the District Court of the Third
approved by the
Judicial district of the Territory of board of penitentiary commissioners,
National l.cimuc,
within and for the no port of which funds were handled
At St. Louis St. Intuís, 9; Itrooli- - New Mexl
by I he superintendent In c ash or Its
county of Socorro. ,
lyn. 1.
Holm O. Bursum vs. The Territory equivalent, except as to those parts
New
2;
At Pittsburg- Pittsburg.
or said funds that were drawn us conof New Mexico.
York, 1.
tingent expense by the superintendStipulation,
At Cincinnati Cincinnati, 11; Bos
It Is hereby stipulated and agreed ent and pftid to the credit of convict
ton, 6.
r expended as contingent
hllailel- - by and between II. M. Dougherty, at- earnings
At Chicago Chicago, 4;
torney for tin- plaintiff in the above fund. iin,l nit to all of those funds ex-- I
phla, 1.
itititled cause,, Albert It. Fall, alioi- - cept such funds as Mere ilniwu s tun hey general of the territory of New lliigtnil expense, nothing In this
American
1.
In In any
'i
All games posponed on account of Mexico, and N'clll P. Field, attorney
lo be
for the Colorado Title und Trust u determining or pu.iii upon the
ruin or wet grounds.
1 1
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THE ALBUQUERQUE
liability either to the territory or th
Vnited Slates of America of the plaintiff herein. Holm O. Bureum, or any
other person.
Now, therefore. It is hereby
ordered, adjudged and decreed that the
report of the said referee, C. V.
Enq., in aiating an account. be:
and the name is hereby In all Its part
fully approved and confirmed.
And it is further ordered, adjudged
and decreed that the plaintiff herein.
Holm O. Bursum, do have and recover
or and from the said defendant, the
territory of New Mexico, the full uní
of J4.2S3.SS,
and that the emoun'
herein adjudged hall be paid out or
any funda in the territorial treasury,
except Interest fundp, upon prenenta
tlon of a certified copy of this Judgment.
1c
la further
ordered, adjudged
nd decreed by the consent of the
attorney fur the plaintiff and the attorney for the defendant, that C. V.
Safford, Esq.. for his services in expelling the 'accounts and for his services
referee, including the ser
vices of all persona employed by him
(n assisting therein and all expenses
Incurred therein, be and he Is hereby
allowed the sum of twelve hundred
dollars, together with the costs of this
cause, and the same are hereby ad-- i
judged ana decreed against the said
defendant, the territory of New Mexico, to be paid to the clerk of thlá
court upon a requisition therefor
which is hereby approved and a war- rant to be issued by the territorial au-- 1
riltor on the 'territorial general nur
pose fund, and shall be distributed by
the clerk of this court to the said retcree ufter paying the costs herein in
me manner as provided bv law.
FRANK W. FAHKEH,
Judge of the Above Entitled Court.
listed at Sliver City. N. M, this 21st
day of September, A. D. 19U7.
Saf-for-
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MAY MEAN

Capital ind Surplui. $100.000.00.
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Washington. Sept. 23. That picturesque and Influential iiguie. "I'n-cl- e
Joe" Cnnnon, who is certain to be
chosen speaker of the houe of the
Sixtieth congress, is looming up
tlircntenlnsrly on the administration
pathway.
This Is not merclv because Mr.
Cannon is a presidential candidate oí
strong possibilities, nut because the
speaker's tone recently has been mi
nous of an intent to block certain log
Islutlon
which President Roosevelt
will urge in his next message, and
toward the obtaining of which he will
bend his energies in the fashion well
by those
who have
understood
watched his methods of dealing with a
congress.
recalcitrant
Speaker C'annnon and the president
have never been in real harmony.
There has been a lot of harmony of a
forced nature between them, but on
numerous
matters of public policy
their Ideas do not accord. The time
Is ripe for an open rupture between
theni next winter.
it is pretty well known that the
president will propose a mass of important legislation for congress next
winter. It will go deep into the subject of control of overcapitalization of
railroads, valuation of roads, national
control of corporations in interstate
business, and the like. The tendency
of the legislation
proposed by til"
president will generally be In the direction of Increased power for the
federal government and more severe
penalties for the men responsible for
violation of the Interstate commerce
laws.
On

the other hand. Speaker Cannon
has practically served notice that so
far as he can bring It about, congres
will go slow In legislation the coming
session.
In a recent Interview he declared against congress doing anything
further to "upset business." Not only
this, but Intimations given out by the
speaker while he was last In Washington
were along the same line.
They left the Impression the speaker
would oppose the president In much
legof his Important
islation, and that. Insofar as he wai
It
bring
to
about,
able
the action of
congress would be concerned chiefly
with appropriation bills and the routine of legislation. Instead of any Important new legislation marking a departure In the government's method.'
of handling corporations and railroad
matters.

Dltpalrh to the Morning Journal.

Santa Fe. N. M., Sept. 23. The
drawing of a Jury was begun today
Jor the trial of Kainundo Ronquillo
and Henlto Chavez, charged with the
inuider of It u fus Tucker, in this city,
on the night of June 10th, 1906. Some
progress was made during the day,
TO
eight jurors being chosen. It was
necessary, however, to Issue a n'W
venire which will be brought in tomorrow, when the Jury will probably
be completed. U. A. I.ainuola Is asSTOCKHOLDERS
sisting the district attorney and Is conducting the case for the prosecution.
Konqulllo and Chavez are charged
with having knocked Tucker down at
a dance where all were present, and
Circular Letter Attacks Ham-ma- n
with having kicked him, Indicting Injuries from which he died.
Management of Illinois
ver.
Mndrll Case Gun
The trial of Jose Ion Madril. Santu what worm 11 pit:x
HAY
WOII.I)
SPKAKKU
XO
Fe county commissioner, who. It is
Central; Charging Accounts
The Intimation of Speakers Cansought to disqualify from holding ofnon's
have
attention
attitude
attracted
fice on the ground that he has been
Are Padded to Deceive,
cot.vlcted of a felony, was begun be. j in administration circles and are re- reived
with
apprehension.
considerable
Judge
today.
.McFie
Attorney
fore
It.
It Is the laslilon to look upon the sen.
4 H. Hanna. who Is conducting the case
New York, Sept. 23. Stuyvesant
for the plaintiff, Introduced the dis- ate as the head and front of opposi- Fish, former president of the Illinois
trict clerk with the record to show tion to administrative policies and to Central railroad, made public t 'div
that a man named Jose Leon Madril consider the house of representatives a circular addressed to the stockholdhad been sentenced to Jail for cat- as aligned with the president.
of the company. In whl-Jhe
Should .Speaker Cannon kick over ers
tle stealing and also witnesses to prov
asked for proxies to be iis J ,t the
i races
prove
the
utterly
unmanand
that Madril was the man sentenced,
meeting
be
to
Chicago
annual
in
held
the defendant having sought to prove ageable from the White House II October 16, next.
At this meeting
he was not the man. Attorney T. H. would be n decidedly Interesting
four directors are to be chosen, three
In fact. It would
probably of
Catrou, for the defendant, then asked
theni to succeed Messrs. John Jafor fuilher time to examine the rec- - l" 'v' nt the president from getting his cob Astor, Stuyvesant fish and K. II.
ord. and the case went over. It will "''s ntive program curried out. It is Harriman. and one to fill a vacancy
piobably be resumed at the conclu dlffh nit enough to whip the señale for the term of one year. In the
into line when the house Is willing to
sion of the murder trial.
Mr. Fish explains the reason for
accept the president's recommendat- his recent
attempt to get a resolution
ion1.
If the house balks
while of Inquiry through at the board
GIRLS SHOT TO DEATH
meetthe tenate, too, Is obstinate. Mr. ings, but which wus prevented by
the
will have a hard and stub- - adjournment
IN RUSSIAN PRISON Rooi-ve- lt
of the sessions.
lie
born team to handle.
states that the purpose was to inquire
TI..- republican majority in the SixInto "the evident
padding of acLodz.
23.
Sep!.
Russia.
Seven tieth congress Is large, ami a large counts," and asserts that the annual
workmen and two girls were executed pere mage of the members come from report shows that the net receipts indistricts. The speaker will creased in four months at a rate "obhere today by hootlng. without trlfi.
for participating in the murder of have to reckon on this fact If he
viously Inconsistent with the facts and
Is seriously to block the prest'-den- t dearly for the purpose
Mnrlus Silbersteln, owner of a large
of producing
'
way
railon corporation and
cotton mill, who was killed by his ema favorable but fictitious showing" to
ployes on September 13, because he road questions. It would he extremely the mock holders. Mr. Fish concludes
refused to pay them for the time they embarrassing for Mr. Cannon to find by declaring that the present manwere on strike. The police and troops hlms if overthrown by a house revolt agement Is putting forth every effort
in n:i attempt to prevent legislation to
on September 2(1 made a sudden
elect Harriman and such persons as
on the mill and arrested 600 em- favo od by the president. Still, "I'n-cl- e he may select to the directorate, and
.loe" is no spring chicken In the asks whether the holders of thirty
ployes, none of whom have yet been
ham ;ing of house matters. He knows per cent of the stock of the company
tried.
how far he can go and how far he shall have control to the detriment of
He Is aware, loo. that his the remaining 70 per cent.
VlulMer Roundel hy Highwaymen. canr.it.
Greeley. Colo., Sept. IS. On the grip on the house In past sessions has
most traveled nvenue of the city tat been such that he scarcely ever lost
'evening. Ttev. Oscar Oustafsen, minis-e- r nbso'jte control, and never a control
of the Swedish Lutheran church,
was shot bv two robbers,
receiving
two serious wounds. The shooting folBad Symptoms.
lowed his refusal to throw up his
who baa periodical heart
woman
Ti
t
hand.
Oioei, backache, sees Imaginary dark
f
FO
Mrs. Ivi I. loiter ill.
fcpots or specks floating or dancing before
Paris. Frsnce. Sept. 23. Mrs. Levi ter t yern, bawnswlng distres or heavy
" loiter, widow of the Illinois capl-- l full fueling lytomach, faint tpcll, drag-flnlii and mother of ijdy Ourxon, Is
downcllng In lower abdominal or
confined to her hotel here, suffering pelvic reason, easily startled or excited,
from liver trouble. Her children have Irreguyrior painful periods, with or with- Elkins Act Not Repealed by
been sent for.
out iHvlc catarrh. Is fuflcring from
Hepburn Law; Court of Apwe ki4ses andlerangements that should
Marine Parade pi .lamfMomn.
have eitpy aufcntlon.
Not all of above
Norfolk. Va.. Sept. 13. Klnbotale symptoits
peals Finds in Case Against
a likely to be present la any
end beautiful ceremonies marked
t oieime.
Fulton ctv
olei vanee of "Robertexposition.
Neglortort or badly treated and auch
Great Northern,
niy" nt the Jamestown
run Into maladies which de- The orator of th day wfl Martin V. manir tXe surgeon's knife If they
do not
Cornelius
Littleton
of Brooklyn.
Denver, Sept. 23. A decision con7'
Ysnderbllt, president of the Robert
'o rnd Iclne ertarit.n.n ficha
association, and lliOii'iiií.i'i!, rwiihLjtt.mj Jiiujt!iu firming the conviction of the Grot
Fulton monument
Northen Hallway com party on charge
Dr. Samuel
I, Clemens (Mark cmi
1'rT l'jerre a lAVuriLe rrrm.- of reliiitlnif was hunde,! down tod.iy
Twain . each accompanied by a par-- v V'ir
mccjicilie luis iicil g Stroll
the I'nlted itntr court of appeal
,
1.
of guests, came on yachts from
'.'.iTu by
In thin city. Ilie court holds that tho
New York.
The spectacular feature K
i... II licnl ttnrlli ,,,,,..11)1
Hepburn act of 1 tt 0 6 did not repeal
I,
wa the marine n'i;: iTfA iiiiaiv
of the celebration
Klklns act of 1803. The decision
parade In Hampton Roads In which t.,oiM)i Ilia very bct ingredient! the
by 'Judge Vandeventer
every sort of crnfl propelled by steam kuoMii Ut medlnl ier,ce for the cure ot was written
concurred In hy Judges Adam
womn' peculiar ailments enter Into Its and
held a place.
composition.
4
No alcohol, harmful, or and ftlner.
The Orent Northern
f
was found
dm U to Ue found In the
to lH'fctttl I lie Cup.
guilty In the I'nlted States district
New York. Kept. 23. Preparations
lll of IU Ingredient prnted on each court
of .Minnesota
on charges
of
and aliened under oath.
for the defense of the America's cup
Ill any condition of the female ytcm, l granting
rebates on shipments of
have been started bv the New York
grain
Dr.
Minneapolis
from
I'ieron'a
to
favorite
Prescription can do
Seattle In
Yacht club. At least one syndicate
only Rood never harm. Its whole effect 1905, and was lined $15.000. The ral!,
1
being organised to build a defendtoKtrenglhen. Invigorate arid regulate toad company admitted rebating but
ing yacht and there may be others.
All appear to agree that the manage-nien- t the whole iemaWytcm and e.speclnlly contended that the Klklns law was
lepealed bv the enactment of tile
ornan. When then re
of the defender will be vested the pelvic
In
or affected hr discute, Hepburn
ft (id
law In
In E. V. Morgan.
and that,
and
thoMoniarh
other organi of digestion therefore, there could be no prosecu1
become
ympathetleally
I it In Trinidad.
deranged,
1 1
the tions for violations of the Klklns lavr.
!ee
Trinidad, Colo.. Sept. 21. Andre nérvea are weakened, and a Iouk lint of This declHlon will enable the governbad,
unpleaxant
symptom
follow.
Too
Tafoya
fatally
ment to go ahead with the prosecution
t
is desd. Juan
f'.
urh must not be eipeeted of this "Fa-vor- of suits now pending In which the
' lib- -. I and ttire oiheri Injured as a
Prescription." It will not porform (railroads are charged with violating
fight among
It of it
will not cure tumors no medaaloon at Segundo, near miracle:
nmlvea in
law.
icine
will.
It will often pmrnt them. If me
i ere MumUy. Two men have been ar- In
and
taken
time,
thus
the
operating
eaied. who are suspected of having table
to fcln.lv American llapliick.
ind the surgeon's knife may be ('(lines
New
ben Implicated In the trouble.
York,
Sept. i
American
a.VIldii,
Women Buffering from diseases of k.ng cooking Is held in such high esteem by
r
Wm-kTrolU-In
Ilnrt
I1v.
y
the
Piiiieexx
Crown
Cecilia
of
sUhding,
Invited
are
to consult Doctor
I.os Angol-- s. Cal.. Sept. 22. A Ho! Pierce by letter,
that she has sent her chef here
fire. A II correspondence
lywood troliey car collided with a la
held
strictly prlvt and sacredly to study Its mysteries. sAlbert
early this
. work
(tain In Hollywood
Is the chef, and he was n pas- Addrcim Jtr. U. V. Pierce.
bH
running twenty miles confidential.
rooming
engi-on n recently arrived steamer
N. T.
and the Puff.'o.
,.r hour. I'i e p;engi-Today
he will begin bis observations
Iff. Pierce's Medical AdvlsvrOOno pages)
w-rInjured.
Kioturmnn
r" relv
fc
ashore at the Hotel St. Itegls.
nt
frtr on receipt, (!f 21
Pies and cakes according
gtstnpi fur jmiicr covered, or 31 stamps
to the
Vtmmé At
WMr.
ljr
copy. Address at aOov. manner of the I'nlted States will reIs
itt ma vtimmmnt
f.,,.t
tbt
ceive special attention from this ex- ft'r.'fl ciumi uii,ttiif i0 fcspa" le

WAR IN MOROCCO OVER
GENERAL DRUDE REPORTS
Paris, Sept. 23. Peace has been tie
clared in Morocco. A dispatch was
received today from General Prude
giving the Information that three of
the most important tribes have ac
cepted the peace overtures.
These
tribes are sufficiently powerful to see
that the remaining tribes cairy out the
terms of the agreement.
Hostilities,
It is believed, are now at an end.
.
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NEW

MEXICO

INTEREST ALLOWED ON fSAVLNGS DEPOSITS

THE (POLICY

THE JAFFA

the Directors and Officers of this bank is to establish a
reputation for safety and conservatism and to accept no
proposition involving risk in order to make an extensive

Of

CltOCEÍV COMP'V

'

showing
Under no condition io underwrite speculative ventures, or schemes to "get rich quick."
Never losing sight of the fact that they are trustees
ofa sacred trust and always ready to give an account
of their stewardship.
,

"GOOD THINGS TO EAT"

,

the pickling seas'on is
at hand we offer a few
of our special inducements whereby the high
prices of pickling fruits
and vegetables will be offset by the reduction in
price of the ingredients
As

,

BANK
STATE NATIONAL
AMHJQtKKQVli

used:

0

Mustard seed,

NOT SUCCESS

OFFICIAL REPORTS SHOW

American Expert Presents Interesting Figures as to the
Profits and Deficits Under
Rule of the "Ideal State,"
In the current issue of Moody's
Magazine, the leading finunolal review. Professor James
Kdward Le
Rossignol, of the I'nlversity of Denver,
has an interesting article on "New

Bay leaves,

25o

lb

lb.....

Whole, mixed

FIRST

25c

spices

4 oz, package

ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO

...

.15c

SAFETY DEPOSIT BOXES FOR RENT

Pure undiluted apple
cider vinegar, the
finest New York
state produces, per
gallon

HAL BAtlK

.

50c

Other good vinegars.40c

BALDRJDGE'S YARD IS THE PLACE
ivi

Stick Cinnamon, per
Zealand Hallway Finance,"
which
Weir Tilltnhpr ftViinfrlaa U.11VB,
T.nrfrn trArlr
o lvv la. vy j WinilrmrC
should be of interest to students and
x4 U. k li i uui
"
ii iuuv y0 TimrCu
Kittuivtij anrlT.nfh
package,
5c Paints,
taxpayers bent on the study óf govOils, Brushes, Cement, Building1 Paper, always on hand
ernment ownership of railroads. The
writer knows whereof he writes as he
spent a reason in New Zealand studyC,
ing its condition.
Much has been said and written of
New Zealand's advance. It is the
The Superior rianlng Mill Is now equipped to do all kinds of mill
Thule of the American radical:
We carry a complete line
it U the Utopia, of the dreamer.
II is
work at prices that defy competition. Call or write for prices before placengaged In numerous experiments.
of
Ferndell
package
ing your order for anything made by a first class mill.
The population Is not large or
and It Is remarkably homospices
which
the
are
geneous, so that whatever experiments
LUMBER AND MILL CO.
in state socialism are undertaken
beproduced,
finest
very
SOUTH
OF VIADUCT.
ALNUQU1 HOVF, X. M.
have every advantage.
On the surface the New Zealand
ing
absolutely
sold
as
railroads pay. There is seldom an undertaking of .hls kind which fails to
pure under the pure food
WITH AMPLE MEANS
pay on paper.
AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES
For the year 190G the prime minlaw,
You
no
take
chance
ister recorded that there was a "net
profit on working" of 728.4R" pounds
in not getting the very
o" AÜÜOUERQUE,
I'rofe.-so- r
sterling.
I.e Kosignol
BANK OF COMMERCE
II, 1,1,
points nut that "the railroad state.
best.
ment which few people read.,y-- not
state that Ihe Interest on th 'dp.il road
' EXTENDS TO DKPOSITOIW EVEKY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
debt, estimated at the average rate of
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
.1.75 nor cent, amounted
to 903.453
pounds, so that the
net profit
1150,000.0.
CAPITAL
on working of 728, 46 pounds, when
OKlcers and Directora:
applied to the payment of Interest, becomes a net loss of 174,988 pounds, as
SOLOMON LUNA, Prident
The
Grocery Co.
compared with a deficit of 146,307
W. 8. BTRICKLKR.
W. J. JOHNSON,
pounds for the previous year. Hut the
Good Things to Eat."
Vic President and Ca.shler.
prosperous and patient taxpayers of
Assistant Cashier
New Zealand, paying each year more
WTLLIAN McINTOSIL
OlXmGJS
ARNOT.
Slall
Orders
Snmo
Filled
T)aj
than $10.(i0(i.ii(in as Interest nn the
BALDRIDGE.
J.
A. M. BLACKWELL.
O. E. CROMWELL.
as UcM.ived.
public debt, think nothing of this
trifling deficit and turn a deaf ear to
the alarming utterances of a few pessimistic critics, among whom is Ham- 2kT.
who, like a
uel Valle, of Auckland,
voice crying In the wilderness, proph-- I
AND BOARDING STABLE S
LIVERY
esles disaster and calls loudly for Im Political influence Is so strong that It
3
Silver
West
Telephone 67.
Avenue.
Albuquerque, New Mexico
mediate reform in the principled and would require more than heroic virtue
on the part of the minister and his asmethods of railway administration.
sociates to adopt, n sound financial
policy nnd consistently to follow It
DKi icrr Mien
than
SHOW v IN AN XI '.li UPlfHlT through the storm nnd stress of poiff
l'ie Bli O í(.rouati
ÍM?t!fc!i,t,tli11u:,imitti')DS
"Hut a closer examination of the litical life. No doubt the growing
L'stab'Uhed 187S
GLrttt ft
liiftK'cms ur utcsiitiioiH
railway slotement shows that the an- prosperity of New Zealand, if it convt ,nu co un nifiubrttiirt
will ultimately place the railI
25
Wholesale
Grocer. Flour, Feed
nual deficit Is far greater than at first tinues,
Pbi.iUips, mid .'.ot Aiiria
.lrU. Jti'ot
.IriitlDtHiCHimirjiOo,
appears, and that the government ways upon a solid financial basis; but.
or
and Grain. Agent for
' eiKC:iMATi, r
Sold l7 ItrnggCela,
yearly borrows large sums for the if they nre to be economically man-aged, so that they may render the
V C.S.4. , i o- - arm it
maintenance and Improvement of ex- greatest
'
Mitchell Wagons.
tot
eiprfffit,
prrKHl.
tr
possible
service tit the least
v
isting lines, without obtaining a correl.ottl., i.lt.
Z&'A "'.ra auk
U
oi- ruuiv 1.
sponding increase in the net earnings possible cost, and If they muy not he
Allrnquerqiin
New Mexico
of the system. There are In fact two sold to a private corporation, 4t will be
necessary
to
put
In
of
them
the
hands
maintenance funds, the one paid out
a
board or commission
of revenue, the other out of capital."
From the annual report the W riter such as they have In Victoria and New
shows that the annual loss In running South Wales, where the government
the limited railway svstem of .ev railways have been measureably sucZealand to be 12.600,000.
in ten cessful since they were divorced from
years the taxpayers have had to meet oolitlcs."
a real loss from this direction of
I.
o
Hurt.
Oldest Adres Hctlrcs.
li - " , lilkiri J
The mileage in l!)0ft was hut
2. iR miles.
New York, Sept. 23. Sirs. Annie
The average fore per
ml)o is two cents. This Is perhaps a Teaman, America's oldest actress, will
little lower than In this country, al- retire from the stage with tho celebrabirthday
though two cents a mile is becoming tion of her seventy-secon- d
popular w ith Icglsluturns In the middle on November 19 next. She has been
years.
before the public for sixty-tw- o
west.
Freight rates In New Zealand are
AT ALUUQUKKQIIB. IN THE TRrtRlTOItT OP NEW MEXICO, AT
much higher than in the I'nlted States.
Collision.
ratal Ileud-Kii- r
The classification, etc., are entirely
Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 23. Two
THE CLOSE OF BUHINEBS AUGUST 22. 19071
'
different, but Professor Le Kosslgnol K. and T. freight trains collided head
i
RKSOIKCEH.
figures the average chatge at four on ot Kvensvllle, Mo., twenty miles
cents per ton mile, compared with southeast of Moberly, early today. EnT.'vnni anil dlncnunta
,
(l.lHiafiT 1
.766, the average for the railroads in gineers Itledsoe and Whittaker and a
,
85,255 95
Ovrrilruf, wured anil unnocurcil ..
tintín)
SOil diiO 00
to
tpriiro
.
Stale
bundi
circulation
country.
lliv
fireman and brakeman were killed.
I'nlteil Bl ate timid, to ouiire Unllrd Klalo. depnalt.'. , . lOil.OUD AO
"The financial failure of the New
Prrmiiima on I'liilfJ HI uto bonita
VOUO 00
Zealand railways has been due to a
Arrangements for Wlreles.
.,
lliiiiili. arrurltlea. etc
(4,174 86
v
variety of causes." writes Professor
Sydney, N. S. W' Sept. 23. M. Mar-roliuiikln; hume, furnlliira anil flxturi
5(10 00
IS
a lloswignol. "The country Is rough
arrived at Glace Hay, N. S.. last
luo frmn national hanki (nut raerv (Renta)
ía.HKl 43
In places, making railway construction night to make preparations for the esIu frum at.im banka anil bunknra
mi. 173 J.I
!
difficult and expensive.
If Is thinly tablishment of
fn.m approved raaarva asenta
t
IHl.tol
wireless
Cherka and uthnr caah Item
,
settled, so that the volume of trtiTflc communication between America and
l'i,or5 95
Iioiihw
IxcliutiRva
fur
clwirlnif
17,?'J3
Is not great.
95
It has a long const line Great Hrltain. Within a few weeks a
Nolua of other national bun In
Í49H5 oa
with many good harbors, so that the constant night and day service will be
Vrai'tlonal puper currency, nickela and canta
IT
M97
chief towns are on the const nnd in operation.
Lawful inonejr reserva Id bank, via:
much of the traffic goes by sea.
Perla
5
1101.131
Wages vure rather hlh; also the cost
Legal tender tiuta
M.Oui 00
of materials,
whether Imported or MEXICAN CENTRAL
157 221
nedrmptlon fund with Unltnd Htatea treaaurur (5 per
manufactured In the colony. The cost
BRAKEMAN RESTLESS
cant of circulation)
of construction has been further en10,000 0
hanced hy the delays, waste and genToU1
13.299.171 II
eral Inefficiency that are Inseparably
connected with governmental enter- IVrMcnt Humor of Strike Wlildi
1.1AU1I IMI S.
May Tic l'i Entire Kjxlcm.
prise In New Zealand as in ever other
Tapllal atnek paid In
200 000 00
country. The government, too, has
Nurplua fund
60 ,100 0
made serious mistakes In building
profita.
au eipeimea ami In ten paid
t'nillvliled
l.Kig 7
Monterey, Méx.. Sent. 23.- - t Is
mads that ought not to have been
National bank Bolea ouiianiilng
loo'ooo 00
Imib to other national hiinka
rumored (hut within two
built.
I01.2S5 71
1)ub to atatn banka and tiankera
dnyi, nil the brakenien employed nut
1 r.ii' "01 111
pormcs
Individual depoalla aolijert to check
of Monterey on the Mexican Central
too mvcu to
000 607 71
.,1
Time certifícate of drpoult
117H IK9 Hi
io with urn dim; or hoads rnllriiHft will declare H Htnke nnd that
Ortlfled checka
t'4t
'j'm n
Politics has had altogether too thev tuive the li:u klntr of the union
.'.'..".'.'.'.'!!!
'ahlr'a rhecka otitataiiiln
Í 417 4D
much to do with the construction of heiniiiinrtera In t'liihunhuii. It la furl.'nllfd Htalea depmiin
,
21 710 17
roads, the appointment and promotion ther mild that if they iln not win their
liepoHlta of l.'niied Mlalca dlhur!ng tfNcera '!!!!!!"
74 711 00
of of fliials, the frequency of service, fight the brRkemen on tho entire aya-teIleaerved for laxxa
20 l)(l0 M
w ill wnlk out,
the fixing of rates, and the departIn general.
T"U1
mental administration
The cfliixe of the discontent on thiol
J.:I,I7 II
'1111LL1111111
Hallways have been frequently liuilt occasion Ih thnt a ncjtro wan employed
Torrltorr of Naw Mexico. Counly of lleniütlllo
for the sake of securing votes rather' tin a hrnkenmn In the local yards. The
McKee, eaahler of th. l.vn named i.nnk. fl aolomnl
than traffic, and business has been liihor altuiitlon among the Inhorera of
10 b"V
iu to lha heat of mv knoarlmla.
!
so often subordinated to politics that nearly nil cIhmm on the Metlcnn Cen.71
Kit AN K MKKK Cu.,,,.,.
Mirrea-AUit Is no wonder that the net returns
tral la U delliHte one, nnd the leant
eat:
are p illtlcal lather than financial In perauiialon or tntie rcuitu In A iren-erfl. rtAYNni.Tifl,
J.
walkout, which usually rmbnr- their character.
M. W. KI.(itnor,
tho road conaldei iilily for nj
"It goes wllhout saying, then, that rne
A. II. M'Mll.LKN,
the business activities of tli govern- ahorl time.
ttul.arrtl.ed and anorn to i
paid, however,
ment cannot be carried mi wholly
All atrlkea In th'
d,v of AmTüZ'.
fr ,0 t,l ;oth
KAMI,' lib Pri'KAlin,
upon busines principles, and It would have been regulated fier n few ih,ya
If
be strsnte
Notary I'uhlla.
they were 'successful ut the notable. Hlmiilil nil the brakew ould aerloualy
from a business point of view. Thus men walk nut here
It is with the rallwavs which are adimpede tniftie between here nnd Trun- ministered by a political department' pirn and huid up Iihk" number of
with a cabinet minister at the head. important HhtnienU.
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ALBUQUERQUE,

pert, and he has also heard that buckwheat cakes and flapjacks of good
wheaten fjour are appetizing breakfast dishes. Above all. this wizard of
the saucepan wishes .to inform himself thoroughly on all the American
methods of preparing oysters and
clams.

FISH APPEALS

1

;

t1

XKXT MESSAGE
W1U; BK A tSTIilCMOlS OXF,
President Hoosevelt has nearly completed his annual message, according
to information from high and author
itative official sources. He experts to
have it practically done, subject to
slight revision, by the time he return.- here on September 2o.
The message will be a remarkable
document. It will be the longest of
messages,
Mr. Koosevelt's
which
means the longest of American presidential measages. It will also be the
the most radical and comprehensive
message he has written.
The president will aim to set forth
with great vigor, not alone recommen
dations for the coming session of
congress, but the party policy for tho
isftx campaign. Policies for still fur
ther In the future will also be mapped
out.
'Not by any means'does the president expect to get all the legislation
ne will recommend at the coming ses-- ,
sion. It is also said he does not want
it, preferring to leave some issues for
the campaign of 1908.
Far reaching erecommendatlons will
be made for stretching federal control over interstate corporations and
for fuller and stricter control over
railroads. Much space will be occupied with the subject of conservation
of natural resources, including public
land and forests, inland waterways
and the like.
Sociological as well ns industrial
matters will be given attention.
No
demand for Immediate tariff revision
will be made, but further than that It
is not known here Just
what the
president will say on the tari.'f. He
will, no doubt, explain the German
tariff agreement.
After returning here he will read
the message to various public men, to
get suggestions,
and make many
chiTngos here and there.
president
Just why
the
has
changed his plans and will return
here earlier than expected, is not
known. An important cabinet conference Is expected on September 27. li
14
said the president wants to talk
over his western speeches with publi.'
men and cabinet officials before going
west, and that he can do this better
at Washington than at Oyster Hay.

Man From Illinois Sure to
Return to His Position, and
Must Go
Says Congress'
Slow,

Ramundo Ronquillo and Benito
Chavez, Charged With the
Killing of Rufus Tucker.
Madril Case Goes Over,
(Kprclal

Consult him freely about our remedies.
w pnblmñ
wa ñar no aMn-tJ.O.iyerOo.
wail, M
t h a form alaa of a our rtrrmrl lona.

IMJOSKVI-XT-

Old

1907.

MONTEZUMA TRUST COMPANY

Is a hard
thing to upset the speaker's inexorable machine, and most members hesitate to get in the way of it and be
run over, t'ntll it is known in Vhlt.
House circles just how far the speaker
Is going to set his face against the
administration programs this winter
there will be no little uneasiness.
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As now made, Ayer's Sarsaparilla does not con-ta the least particle of alcohol in any form whatever. You get all the tonic and alterative effects,
without stimulation, 'hen a stimulant is needed,
your doctor will know it, and will tell you of it.
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THE ALBUQUERQUE
and postcards and other matter.
Instructions have been Rstv.vl
by Mr. McCiearv t.i all t;ostniasl is
and postal clerks to make an actio
count of the number of pieces originating at their offices anil mail cars by
classes and record the amount of revenue received for the period of the
seven days beginning midnight, October 12, and ending midnight. October
19.
Not only will the count be made
of domestic mail, but also of all foreign mall originating In the United
States, and the duty of making this Is
charged to the port postoff Ices..
The Average Haul.
For thirty days during the six
months' weighing period u record
must be kept show ing the average
haul of mail.. All of the mail will not
be used to determine this point, Mr.
McCleary has selected Slii offices as
representative.
Of these 120 are first
class, 100 second class, 102 third
4!HI
class and
fourth class. This special Investigation will lie made for the
month of October. It will require a
separation and a weighing of the mail
so pepa ra ted of each class and equipment dispatched from each office to
each state and territory. This data
will furnish the basis for the computations of the average hauls of the
several 'classes of mail mutter.
For thirty consecutive days sometime during the mall weighing period
of six months a record must be kept
for the purpose of ascertaining the
average load of storage cars, the average load of postoffiee cars and average load of apartment cars. Instructions liave been issued to 'the railway
mail service to welijh all mail for
thirty days beginning midnight, September 30, and ending midnight, October 30, taken on and put off at terminal anil junction. The total weight
of mail, together with the description
and size of the cats and the length
From
of the run must bo reported.
these figures computations will be
average
of
loads
the
made showing the
;
cars.
"After we secure this Informática;
we will embody it In a report to congress without any recommendations,"
"Congress didn't
said Mr. McCleary.
ask us for any recommendations. H
simply wanted to get specific information along' the lines indicated. However, if It decides to use the figures
as a basin for changing rates of railway mail and 'asks the department for
its opinion we will gladly give it."
I
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GOVERNMENT SPENDS

, $300,000 ON THE JOB

Scale Market Has Been

Cor-

nered to Supply Demand and
Work. Involves Tremendous
Amount of Labor,

In swine
ued at $77.298
1900.
there was an increase from iSD head,
valued at $5,013. to 611 head, valifd
at $7.059, in 1 0 5 to 19U6, respectively.
In cattle the decrease In value
was from $1,223.291 in 1905 to $397,-96- 7
in 190C. The vast bulk of this decrease represented a change la tho
shipment of cattle from Argentine and
from Curuguay for fresh meat supplies iiv I'ruzilian cities, especially the
cities of the north of I'.razll. From
the United States the shipments increased in number lrom 4SI head in1905 to 920 head in 1906, but the value fell from $134.673 In 1905 to $106.- 300 In ISMKl. Tho stock Imported from
the United States is almost altogether
blooded stock for breeding purposes.
and the change In figures indicates not
so much of a decrease in the Imports
as a change toward importing stock
of fair to good grades lor breeding
purposes rather than less .stock of
very line grades al much higher
imported
prices.
American stock
here does not do very well for u time,
necessity
of
being subjected to the
becoming acclimated, and especially
habit
its
necustomyjig
of
to the need
to grazing condition. The risk tit- -j
tending the importation ot very line
slock seems to be too great to make
The disposiIt profitable at present.
tion, therefore, seems to be to work
toward the. improvement of Brasilli.ui
stock, but not to attempt to do anything very radical in the matter.
"The movement toward the better
ment of stock in llrii7.il has received
the strongest support possible from
the customs concessions and in actual
bounties, the hitter taking the form of
the payment ..of the expenses of importation. Under the present budget
law provision Is made for such work,
and regulations have been issued in
tlie past few days governing the manner in which this law can be taken
advantage of by the Brazilian agriapply
The regulations
culturalists.
both to the Importation of stock "from
a foreign country and to the shipment
of breeding stock from one portion
of Brazil to another.
TransHrtutloii of Stock.
"Prielly summarized, the essential
features of the regulation are as forti
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N. L1NVILLE.
Washington, Sept. 23. Cnole Sam
wants to find out whether he Is pay-in- s
Í
AM) FANCY GROCERIES
8T.U-Utoo much or too little for the
Best grade of Flour, ('oflM, Ten una Spire
transportation of mail and where the
a Npecliiltj'.
over present deficiency arises. With
Everythlnpr In' .the market always on hand.
this us a motive, he is now engaged
TIIK IÍEST ALWAYS.
in the stupendous undertaking of
SOS West Central Avenue
Phone 233.
the weight and the average
OiHtance hauled of every pound of
mail and the revenue received thereship, etc. Accompanying the petition
from. This means that every cías of
there must be duly authenl a ateii docmail must be weighed separately, neuments to support the' information
cessitating an additional handling and
furnished.
the work must be done so as not t"
Kacliig Uceord Not IJcgnrdod.
delay the dispatch of mall a moment.
raring record of a horse shall
The
The sum of $300,000 has been set
evidence of breeding or
not
constitute
pay
to
aside
the cost and it will take
entitle the owner to free transportamighty close figuring to keep the extion. No importations will made or
'
pense within the appropriation.
authorized when sanitary oi1 health
This task has been thrown upon the
regulations might be violated thereby.
shoulders of James T. McCleary, sec"It Is proposed to conduct a govond assistant postmaster general. lie
stock farm, alter the estabernment
has now completed his organization
lishment of which a list of ports will
and Is getting fairly well started In the
upon- from which
he determined
work.
The investigation embraces
stock may be secured withblooded
lows:
four propositions:
danger of importing animals bear"Agriculturalists,
cattle breeders, out
First To weigh every piece' of mail
ing infectious diseases. At this farm
state and municipal institutions, and voung
in the United States for a period oí
stock shall be on sale at mod-- 1
any other public or private concerns
six months.
classes other than
engaged in stock or poultry raising, erate ju ices. When
, TROTTING AND PACING PROGRAM
Second To ascertain the amount of
those obtainable on tho farm are deshall have refunded to them all reas- sired
revenue received from every clnt- of
may be purchased on
onable charges incurred In transpor- accountthe ofsame
mall for n period of sevtn days.
the states and municipaliPace.'- Purse No.
.
tation, either from abroad or from ties, agricultural
Third To determine the lenglh of
and cattle breeders
one section of Brazil to another, ot
the average haul of mall by the railgovernment.
When
by
authority
of
the
horses, cattle, sheep, goats, herd dogs,
$1,000
Purse No. 2 2:20 Trot; Denver Post Stake Race- ,
roads.
it is desired that the government purimwill
as
of
breeds
poultry
such
and
average
Fourth To compute, the
a
on
third
stock
account
of
chase
to
prove the stock of the district
load of railroad postoffiee cars.
Pace; Veuve Clicquot Yellow Label
Purse No.
latter must specify the
they are transported. .The party, thebreed,
which
On account of the limited approorigin
find
máximum
number,
antout refunded in each case will be cost of the animals to be purchased.
priation, Mr. McCleury hes urged the
.Champagne Stake Race
$1,000
III
IS
determined from a schedule arranged After all requirements have been met
postmasters of the country to devote
by the department of industry and
ull the extra time they can to the
by the Intended purchaser and the
$ 500
Purse No. 4 2:25 Pace
shall be made to cover as uehrly as utility
work, and to have their clerks, It they
of tin1 intended Importation espossible all necessary work of transhave any, do the same, thus saving as
petitioner
importer
or
the
portation, care, feeding, customs du- tablished
$1,000
Purse No. 5 Free for all Pace
much as possible the employment ot
shall deposit. with the department of
ties and delivery.
BRAZIL
outside help. The postal clerks on the
Industry
to b"
price
of
the
the
stock
1
railroads will" be asked to give the
"In order to receive these aids, tie? imported and the order, wil be Hilled
Trot
$ 500
Purse No.
i
government an extra day or two etch
importer or shipper must comply vvltn without further cost to the puiVhnser.
il
The purweek for thirty days during the Investhe following conditions:
'Arrangements for
tigation concerning the average haul.
chaser must furnish to the department from port of entry to any port in the
All of the subsiltute clerks will nlsj b; All Imports
Industry, previous to the arrival of interior may be made directly by the
The Best Horses on the Colorado, Kansas and Texas Circuits Bin List of Entries and M
are of Blooded of
pressed into service.
the stock, a statement of the lunula'! one Interested, n which case cost will
Centers the Settle Market.
the animals purchased, their breed be refunded, ov by the department of
'
Stock and Report Shows a of
Whirlwind Finishes.
With all this additional help the deand place of origin; he must give fuil Industry through intervention v.IUi the
and
employ
partment will still have to
concerning
conditions
the
data
company.
rai'way
shipping
or
in
Steady Advance Character resources of the estate to which the
hundreds of people from the utn.iile.
"American live stock, to the extent
They will he used chiefly in the big
animals are to be stated: if the stock that it Is suitable for I'.razll, Is popuof All Live Stock,
Is not purchased direct, the name oi lar and uii'iicsonahly
cities, and in towns which have third
there is roma
RAILWAY
HALF FARE OR BETTER
class postoffices. Mr. McCleary say
the agent must he given, and tin? for a constantly- - increasing trade."
declaration
agent
owner
must
make
or
that the small offices of the country
Washington, Sept. 1". Coin ul den-o- n to the effect that all live stock will bo
fourth class offices will be able to
I'ortiiiu for
I
The name
do the wortf without additional help.
J K. Anderson of Klo do Janei- 'submitted to regulations.
Boston, Sept, 2;!. The will 'of Mrs
"Tills series of investigations must ro, writes that the mann-In wl kit and dato of arrival of Importing vesMargaret K, I.ingdell, widow of proA.
A
JAY
J. A.
be made without delaying the lnai:
sel will he required beforehand, and fessor C. C. l.iligilell, of the Harvard
moment,'' afd he. "And it will take L'.iii's iho slock Is devel qc'.g ! h
of vessel disembarkation Law .si 'tioeL uiH'(
arrival
after
Mils
"
public
'
'
'
deplainly br tie1 turnen--Secretary
of "all the'
President
will not be allowed "until n cer.lf1e.1K
the hearty
Ij
.
leaves nearly í2oo,onii for relipostmasters and clerks and postal crease in the imp. 'its of 11 í toek In oí the health of the animals Is deliv- gious and
purposes.
eiltmatioiial
clerks and much outside help to ac- I i'K as c, impar o ni h r r
ered. After disembarkation the dePhilip Kxcier academy gels $.",0,0ni,
partment of industry will require, the Harvard
complish It."
Law school $25.inO, the
before. He particularizes as fol- when possible, the ofllclal register and aged
There Isn't much the railroads rati
cUl'jy fund of the I'rotesianl
a t, it v o v y, n q v i:
READ JOURNAL WANTS.
ALBUQUERQUE PLfiJIKiG KILL
do except to lend the government the lows:
other documentary information
Kpiscopt.1 church $2
St.
Two photo- church. Cold Water, Mich., $1Mark's
the animal.
scales which they own at various
"There was somelhing of an
Works.
Machine
a.oiin;
Foundry
and
graphs
be furnished, one for ti"1
towns. These scales are "used by the
Showcases, allssbin Furniture, Store
this city. 10, torn: a
in the Import of horses, inulci liles of mustdepartment, the other, af- Christ church,
U. P. Hall. Proprietor.
& Club Rooms
the
roads every four years In weighing
fresh-ai- r
fund for outings for mothers Iron and ' UrtiM Inullim. Dra. Cual, uní uml liar l'llnrcs and Itinlilin Mate- St. Elmo Sample
being I, S3,! ter proper ceitillcatlon,
to be re-- and children. Í 10, mm. and the
mail upon which to base contracts for and asses, the figures
rial.
Harnett,
Joseph
l'niprietor,
Lara,
(!rat
Bnhhl'l
Pulley.
Curs,
Lumber
railway mail pay. W hen the next pe- hend. valued nt Holl.ufifi In non. and urned to the owner. In the petition
West 'eiilrnl Avttua.
hc.spitiiU $2'). una.
Metal, Columns and Irun Fronts f.ir
;
value-.'riod for mall pay contracts arrives lie 2.01X
SISil.tiJI v1 l',ni!-I- 'for refund of transportation costs the
Repairs on MlntiiK and Milling Magovernment will proceed, as usual, In
goats and sheep there was a de- purchaser must ghe complete Infor-'- :
A. J. Love, Proprietor
AIX
CHOIC13 UQCOr.S SKIVVKD.
chinery our specialty. Fot'XPRY, Eunt Bid
l,
with the roads, to make crease from IT.lliO head, valued a motion as to the breeding of tingutiics. K na every Men-dapopular
the
New.Mi-xtcAd
Altiuijueque.
Itnllr-inTry
Morning
Journal
Want
a
Track.
nf
riiorip .ni.
Its progeny, transfers of owner$80,72 1 in J 1105, to 16.ÜÓU head, Val
403 S. l irst Street
the regular quadrennial weighing.
Tlr.irsiiay an.l .atur.my nt.!"'.
After the roads had loaned all their
Ingovernment
for this
scales to the
vestigation It was found that . there
,
was Btill a great shortage of sa'ei 'm
'. r
.
.
- -- "
in
ii
..i i,, ,1 ii.
.ii.
The government went Into tho market
M.( TIO
KII!ItO
1IOSIKHY HI'i:( I.VL
and bought up all the scales, except
the very largest types, that were ofliiicli .Is oC pieces of finn y
HOO
dozen women's hose, Maco
fered. As a result, there is u shortage
rlli'.ions. wmth up lo 7.V the
of scales in thin country today, and
llxlit,
In tliree weights
the scale factories are running night
lit tnfivtitd. enniliinrilloii
and day to catch up with their .orders.
and heavy splleed
medium
Jly Classes anil SnlH'lasso.
..tripes, narrow
tripe, lloimiii
left dnulile sole, high spliced
Most of the big offices of the counGOODS HOUSE.
DRY
EXCLUSIVE
ALBUQUERQUE'S
try were already equipped with scales.
l.lrlpis, plaiils. ele., 3 to ti
heel anil toe. Ilermsdorf dye.
Ko were the fourth class offices, which
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THE AlRUbUERQUÉ
able American community can be Imagined.
larger cities there ar-- j
ELDORADO teachers In
of piano or voice who earn
as much as $10. (mo a year. In smaller
places those who are thoroughly competent get at least a better living thnn
they would have been likely to secure
if they had become, say. clerks, stenFOR MUSICIANS OF ographers
or bookkeepers. Again, the
openings for teachers In
private
schocds and seminaries
at salaries
ranging from a few hundred to three
thousand dollars a year are numerTHE WORLD
ous and steadllv increasing.
More
than 100 colleges in the I'nited States
Again, not
have music departments.
a few young women have taken conservatory work in piano tuning and
PAID
BETTER
OPERA STARS
have discovered that there Is a lucrative field of usefulness in this line. InCHIEFS
RAILROAD
THAN
deed, It iy said to be Impossible to
meet the demand fur expert tuners.
There is hardly any American city of
50.000 Inhabitants- where a young
Many Get More For an Even- man
or young woman, thoroughly
versed In the mechanism of the piano
a and
ing's Performance than
the organ, cannot expect to earn
in excess of n thousand dollars a year.
Great Many Ameripans Earn
tin account of these and many other
openings, although the chances of the
in a Year.
person of average talent for stage appearance are none too many, and for
attaining great prominence on the
Now York. Sept. VI
With nn en- operatic stage are very few Indeed, yet
e
? nearly all the graduates of
ergetic New York impressario
In distribute it rand opera houses American music schocds seem
to be
In half a score of the larger cities of reasonably certain. If possessed of orsense,
dinary
common
to make their
the I'nlied States, and with another
purveyor of entertainment contracting way in the world. When Colonel Savage
a
a
girl chorus
for
advertised
flower
with a singer for a few songs
at
round price of $500.000, It looks as if for his production of "Parsifal" In
England more than a thousand young
Americans wj'.l shortly be listening
except that thoe in the box seats Americans presented themselves. Hut
high the plethora of American beauties
to more
don't always listen
Alwas undoubtedly due not so much to
priced muslo than ever before.
ready this country has acquired a rep- the munificence of the compensation
utation for paying musicians as they offered as to the general glamour of
are paid nowhere else in the world. the stuge and the particular desira
Americans may not be a musical peo- bility of appearance in so famous a
ple. There are some who say not. Hit", production.
Men in the Fnited States are gen-- 1
the people of this country clearly have
the price when something comes along erally less ready than women to take
which is believed to be worth listen- the musical profession seriously. This
ing to. Music and money ought pot, is particularly true of the educated
perhaps, to he Intimately associated; classes from which the ranks of the
but. as things are. the people who other professions, are remitted. There
is.thow ever, a tendency now for colhave the money generally get the
lege bred young men to think of music
music.
W'ilh t,wo grand opera combinations as something which they may take up
Instead of law, ministry, medicine or
In competition and with the permanent orchestras of several American engineering. Some, like Frederick S.
Converse, a young Harvard man who
instrucities featuring distinguished
mentalists and vocal artists in their entered upon a business career but
to
conceits up and down the country, it found the call of music too strong
is impossible to say whether the sup- resist, have discovered In musical comply of distinguished foreign musicians position a very interesting field. Since
will keep up wilh the demand: and it the production of his opera. "The Pipe
students
is certiinly not remarkable that Amer- of Desire," by conservatory
numbers than In Boston two years ago, Mr. Conican girls in greater
ever before are studying for the op- verse hus had several Introductions to
eratic stage. The prizes In the mu- New York audiences and has become
and recognized as one of the coming comsical profession become greater
greater each year; as for the blanks, posers.
Another graduate of Harvard who
why. of course, youth argues
that
these are numerous in every profes- has become very popular in New York
Rogers, who has added
sion. What allures is the undoubted is Francis
have advanced far technical power to the manner in
fact that price
over those of earlier days, when Jlno which he used to sing glee and college
a night was regarded as excellent pav songs and has met with great success
n
on the concert, stage. Herbert
for the singer or Instrumental
Is another collegian, a gradAlthough musicians rccelvn much uate of Columbia, who has gained
as
belter compensation In Kngland than great professional and social favornow
on the continent of Knropc. they g ., a singer. The attention that is
It is generally understood, more then paid to music In the colleges particularly where such an alliance as that
twice- as much In New York as In London. Melba, for example, according to that has been concluded between' the
universities. Harst.Hcmer.ts that have not been denied. oldest of American Knglaud
Conservathe New
Is pild In the Hrltish capital
about vard, andMusic,
by which work done In
tory of
$6ll an evening, but in New York .she the
conservatory can he counted tohas $ I,.Mm. t'alve, whose compensauntion Is the sume as Melb.i's In Covent ward Harvard de grees is helping,
to Induce more and nore of
arden. Is gabled or perhaps it is the doubtedly,
of the counliteral truth to receive tJ.oOH for the educated young menvery
considereach performance ill New York City. try to compete for the
in llrrmany, able financial and artistic rewards of
Lehman Is popular
where she gets $J.ii a night a very the musical profession.
high price !or the thrifty music lovers
of the Fatherland to pay; her Amer
Tin: ri:ori. ALL
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WANTED

i

BIG

BEL

J

ItflOVEMEIIT

SUCCESS
FRUIT GROWERS

1TLA

GETTING

HAI.KHI.AIHKS FOR
THE Ol'KNINti OF THE NEW
I.HAIIKK FIVE AND TEN-CEN- T
STORE NEXT HATl'RDAV,
8. cpAl.I, AT ONCE.

VOLUME OF TIRADE HAS

PRICES FOR CROPS

CONSIDERABLY

ADVANCED

I
,

housetioid goods. etc
VÍANTED Plaño,
stored satV.y at reasonable rutes. Phone
Improve
640.
The Seoul. ty Warehouse
ment Co. Offloes In the Grant Block, Third
street and Central avenue

Personal Property Loans

TWENTY

n

FT" j,i,'AQrr

..--

UNION

Female

HELP WANTED

Money to Loan

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS.

ATTOKN1CVS.

Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses.
Wagons ana other Chattels; also on tt. W,
UH If AN
1
WEST
Attorney at Law.
Salaries and Warehouse Receipts, as
N
San Juan County Developing Large Business' Expected Dur- low as $10.00 and u.i high as $160.00. Office In First National Bank Uulldltuc
are quickly made and strictly Albbquerrjue, New Mexico.
Along All Lines and' Populaing the Next Two Weeks, WANTED Apprentice girls for milli- Loans
private. Time: One month to one
PHVSICTANS A NT SURGKONS.
nery and dressmaking. Misa C. P. year given. Goods to remain In your
tion is Increasing by Leaps While Prices Continue to Crane,
612 N. Second street. Phone posbísslon. Our rates are reasonable. DR. CHAS. A. FRANK
Physician and Surgeon.
Call and see us before borrowing.
944.
Spesclal attentlSn given to Skin,
and Bounds.
Hold Firm, :
tickets to and from all
WANTED Chamber maid; one liv- Steamship
Rectal
and Genlto-Urinar- y
diseases.
the world.
ing at home preferred. Craige Ho- parts of HOUSEHOLD
Hours,
a. m., 5 p. m., 8 p. m.
LOAN CO.
THE
ff
avenue.
Imperial
Morning Journal.
Rooms 4 and 6, Rarnett bldg.
Boston, Mass., Sept. 23. As far as tel. Silver
RooriiS S and 4, Grant 3idg.
Aztec,
M., Sept. 21. The close of the volume of trade in wool li
WANTED Experienced lunch counDR. S. L. BURTON
PRIVATE OFFICES.
the Farmlngton fair on Friday markter girl. Merchant OafS;
the market has improved durT'hvslotfln anñ Rurcronn
OPEN EVENINGS.
ed the dawning of a new era In the ing the past week, a number of the ANTED Competent
girl to do cooking 303 H West Central Avenue Highland bftlw. 610 S. Walter treat,
family;
valleys
malí
housework;
fruitful
of San Juan county. large houses Having sold considerable
aand general
ftinuquerque. rn. ai. none iN. luau.
Mis. Simon Stern, 702 W.
The exhibit of all kinds of fruit was u amounts of wool suitable for worsted good wattes.
R. U HUCT
distinct credit to this county, even in purposes. The finaUcial situation Is Copper avenue.
LOST AND FOUND
Physician and Surgeon
the average year when late frosts have Inclined to work easl;r, and ihi big WANTED Woman cook for small family.
Rooms 6 and é N. T. Armljo Building
Apply 80(1 LOST
No washing.
Good wages.
not done their worst, but this year, consumers, Including nearly all elapses
TeleA bicycle from Postal
or
phone
Albuquerque.
New Mexico.
all.
North 4th
when the loss to all fruit sections has of mills, have shown m.no disposition
graph company office. Return to
been so great, the getting together of to take hold, comments the Wool and WANTED Olrl for general housework; 211 E. Gold nve. and receive reward. DRS SHADRACH efe TULL
wages.
morn
good
Apply
family;
mall
such an excellent collection is a val- Cotton reporter.
Practice Limited
Sterling bicycle at railroad
FOUND
Inga. J. Ie Clarke, (OH West Roma ave
uable advertisement for the county
Eye, Ear, Nose Throat.
Demand Is Quite General.
BareUiR; color green;
In
crossing
nue.
tf
The Inability of Governor George Cur
Demand has been quite general, nnd
wheel In good condition. Owner can Oculist and Anrlst for Santa F eornt
ry to fulfill his appointment was very lots of sampling has been dono, which WANTED A saleswoman In millinery &
Office 813
West Central ae.
obtain same by applying to T. A. Gu- - lines.
partment at the Economise
disappointing, but the promise that is pretty sure to be reliected In a good
to 12 n m
rule, Justice of the peace, 1323 Barelas Hoursthe governor- will visit San Juan in sized volume of business beforj long.
road.
November Is some consolation. The Indeed, It would not be surprising if a
HOMEOPATHS.
WANTED
Miscellaneous
big day was on Thursday, when over large volume was in progress in he
& BRONSON
BRONSON
DRS.
5.000 people from various parts gath- course of the next two weeks, some WANTED
Partner in established
FOR SALE
Real Estate
Homeopathic
dressmaking business; small amount
now pending which would have
ered.
Physicians and Surgeons.
M. V. M.. Journal
G. A. Tinker Is the peach king of been put through two or tree weeks capital required.
house, modFOK SALE Five-rooOver Vann'e drug store. Phoe:
San Juan county this year. Mr. Tin- ago if the mills had felt more at ease WANTED
ern, $35 per month. Address Dr. E. Office
.Ladies desiring stylish
and residence, 828. Albu- peach orchard over the financial outlook. The deker hus a
millinery, dressmaking or tailored N. Wilson, 417 S. Arno.
at Cedar Hill, in the upper end of the mand has extended to unwashed de- suits, call on Miss C. P. crane, 5iz jn. FOK SALE Two cottages and four corneij nerque, N. M.
county, and he has marketed all hit--' laine and three-eightDR. W. M. SHERIDAN
'blood un- Se;cond street. Phone 944.
lots, cheap.
Klnsters CJKar Factory.
peaches at $1.75 per box f. o. b. Last washed fleeces, the. Inquiry for the lat- WANTED Dressmaking and plain sewing. FOR SAI.B A five room houses, also an
Homeopathic
year the same Klbertas brought 75 ter having improved decidedly of late.
Physician and Surgeoa.
608 E. Iron.
elirht room house, latter furnished or un
Cents a box.
Life Building, Albuquer- Quarter bloods are as yet slow, alHelper for kitchen, Apply San- - furnished, both modern; close In; cheap this Occidental
ew Mexico, Teienhnni nun
New ditch projects are being ener- though here and there some Inquiry WANTED
woek; also two seated carriage, nearly new. que.
la Fe Hospital.
avenue.
getically pushed here. There is a sur- Is noted for this class eif stock, which
t?S
Inquire
Enst
Central
VETERINARY.
vey being run by Engineer Jay Turley inquiry Is expected to improve when WANTED 80Competent cook, colored preW. TUeras avenue.
WM. BELDEN
and his brother Guy on the west side the mills begin to provide for their ferred.
EXCHANGE
FOR
Coal
bags
Empty
at Hahn'i
Veterinary.
of the Animus that will cover more requirements
for the heavy weight WANTED
yard.
Íri""Róswell,
for Phone 405.
N. M.,
Residence 4(12 S. Edith.
than 30.00D acres. This land was goods.
REAL ESTATE
to
Lmoer
WANTED
haul lumber
teams
Call at I.os
property In this town.
thrown open to settlement September
Prices Hold Firm.
Doour
Canon
Coehltl
mill
in
from
Third
'o
House,
Rooming
South
Angeles
DENTISTS.
3 of this year, but will not be open
'
Prices are generally firm and r.o
good roads and good wa- Street.
22 ml)-t- ;
Cooper.
for filing until October 3, 1907. More concessions made in any of the sale? mingo,
DR. I, I KRAFT
ter. Address Domingo Lumber Co., Thornsetnow
3H.000
acres have
than
been
Dental Surgeen.
of domestic wools
the past week. ton, N. M.
tled upon, and there will be many Holders of good wools are quite stiff WANTED Position as governess by young
Rooms
Barnett Building. Phone
Male
HELP WANTED
contests between rival claimants. 1' In their views, and are so confident
744.
Appolntm
ents itmcIm oy mai i
lady, or will take class In literature, muis rumored that the government will as to the outcome of the situation
os
Young
assistant
man
WANTED
sic tplano and string Instruments), clncu-iothat
send special agents here to eneleavAii offers for wool which have been only
bookkeeper. Apply at Economist.
phyplcal culture, etc; best
to straighten out these disputes by one-ha- lf
F. W. SPENCER
Clovernoss, , 622 WANTED An experienced salesman.
AdAchires
cent below asking prices
Maveilek street. Snn Antonio. Texns.
the 3d of next month.
Architect.
dress O care of Journal, giving reference
down.
have
been
turned
Aztec is steadily growing, four new
Phone 555. 1221 So. Walter Street.
""36 i nnd salary expected
Activo.
Domestic
. . .16
Fleeces
t'tah
buildings
now
being under
business
WANTED eiood man for grocery wagon;
Feir domestic fleeces there Is a good Wolverine
..122
AHSAYEKS.
construction and another one will be healthy Ineiuiry, especially for the Victoria
. .
write, with reference and experlenoe. Uox
i Vi 1e S
W. JUNKS
started Inside the coming week. Sev13S.
s,
d
and
delaine
Assayer, Mining & Metallurgical
eral new residences are also going up, wools. The three-eightWAI.I, HTKHET.
and
WANTED At once, ratchet setter
arc selling
Engineer.
and there are few houses of any deNew York. Sent. 23. Money on call was
men for loading lumber, also cooks, small
to
people,
worsted
the
and
scription for rent in the town. liusl-nes- s among the sali-- of the week were steady today at 2VC(i'3'4 per rent; prime families; good wages; waitresses and cham- 609 West Fruit avenue, Postoffice Box
t'los-In173,
per
cent,
paper. KUi5i7
or at office of F. H. Kent, 112
bermaids.
conditions are blight, the larg' "iO.OOO pounds of
Colburn's Employment Agency,
s
Ohio mercantile
quotations on active stocks:
tei9 W. .Silver
South Third street.
prices paid for apples, vegetables and at 33 v also 50,000 pounds at prices
7y
WANTKli-IIoyage!
grain this year placing considerable within the range of 33c to 34c. Half
s
14 to Í6yeari
of
ÍIVII, KMtJINKKIt
!nl
do Preferred
money in the hands of the -- rowers. bloods sell at 33
American Lumber Company.
IhH
He to 34c for Ohlos New York Central
PITT ROBS
Apple buyers arc buying orchards out'
I'cnnHylvaiiln
rjoVj WANTED Able boclled. unmarried men be32 to 33c for Mlchigans.
and
A
litllt
County Surveyor,
tween the ages of 21 nnd 35; cltlsens of
right, one man receiving $3,t!ii0 cash ineiuiry ,has been experienced foi Southern
8(1
Stntes, of good character nnd tem- Attorney before U. S. Land Depart
for his apple imp on the trees, the quarter bloods, but no transactions t'nle.n Pacific,...l;il'4 United
habits, who can read, speak and ment. Land Scrip for sale. Civil am
buyers to pick and pack themselves. of any size have been put through.
81 Í4 perate
do preferred
For information apply to glneering.
2N'4 write English.
From $1.50 to $1.S5 per box is being A few quarter blood bright wools were United ülales Steel
Officer. 203 E. Central avenue, Oold Ave., Opposite Morning Journal
ReerulttD?
1I1H
do
Preferred
paid, and It Is estimated that San taken at 30c and a little Ohio at 31c.
Albuquerque, N. M.
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Í4 and IS. at
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Delaine; wools .are not in largo supAmerican Lumber Company.
year. Hundreds of new orchards have
LAWYERS SHOULD ....
Stokers at the gas plant. Apply
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been set out in the last two years, or ply and urlces art- firm. The inquiry
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among
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and
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certain number of boarders
and the ndclcd acreage will in a fe'w
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ales was one of. 100,000 pounds of Sheriff (iiililiiioton Says CotHlllloiiH
pay your fixed expenses; every one above
In ClmriiH Cried, ;ive l"s New hro's years put San Juan among the largest
alyou
pays
you
unwashed,
a
can
a
Ohio
number
profit;
unmerthat
with
little
lie pic iclc.
Were Xcwr Heller Along the ll- - ways keep the number right by using the
and most Important apple, pear am1 chantable at
The Morning Journal lias the be.' t
Another lot of
equipped printing office In the southThis word of late has been in ev- peach produc ing sections of the entire unwashed delaintj sold at 31(ii 32c.
want columns of tlyi Morning Journal.
A
eryone's mouth, and many are won- west. Its abundant water supply, its small lot of unwashed delaine was
west. Brief anel transcript work ia a
"MclClnley county Is In splendid
dering1 what the- word signllics, though mild climate and nrncliiellve lands are taken at 38ttc.
specialty
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here.
line
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in
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condition;
in
fart,
county
in
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a
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briefs printed a they should be unci
clothing wools trading has
quiet,
Az.such
It
today
ahape
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excellent
here
at
court
that
District
deny that XKWIIItO'S HKIil'K'IDK
on the shortest possible notice and nt
fairly wonderful," naid Harry TO RKNT
a term of years, private the most reasonable figure,
tec the second Monday" In November. Although there has been a little lookdoes the work. We ll, for the Informashould call
ing around for such stork. A modér- Coddington, sheriff of that county, last
reniil-neIS rooms,
grounds,
ample
of
cases
note
ure
no
of
criminal
There
people
who
of
like
tion of thousands
line unwashed nie;ht. Mr. Coddington arrived in the suitable fur a sanltmium, ten minutes from or send their manuscripts to the Mornwe on the docket, although it Is rumored ate eiuantltv of fjhlo
to know all about a good think,
ing
Journal.
was taken at 27e, For th ejm, UI, city Sunday night to attend the session trolley.
would say that H Kit I'ICI I)K means. that ltlo Arriba county will bring a washed
cottage, same 'locality.
Also
clothing wools thoro has been of the I'nited States court.
0
,a destroyer or killer
of "Herpes." murder case here on change of venue. scarcely any call,
2
Also
roiitna. 404 West Lead avenue,
nnd the salea limited
com"The coal mines around Gallup are
Now "He rpes" is the family name' or The Spauldlng Manufacturing
Henry
to only about 10.000 pounds of Ohio being worked steadily, nnd out on the furnished for light housekeeping,
Lockhm-ta disease caused by various vegetable pany w ill have several eases of embezat
ranch.
XX
above,
and
brought
34
which
BARGAINS
range
against
look
are
Pendleton.
the
Granville
cattle
and
fine
fat
'c.
zlement
A similar microbeparasites.
room bou&e. moile-rnKENT
$2ii per
Good llaricaliis in Territory.
ing. The cattlemen are contented and FeiR
Itching sculp, and falling Mr. Pendleton having been bound
K.
Address
N.
month.
41?
S.
Dr.
Wilson.
IN
'
good
REAL
ESTATE
Quite a
sized business
ha satisfied with life. The rains, which
hair; this is the microbe that NKW-Illlir- S over. As collecting agent for the been
transacted In territory wools tin have done much for McKlnlcy county, Arno.
wagon company it is alleged that Pendepromptly
IlKIU'H'IIlK
FeiR RENT New
Imuse, furniMhed.
llooo 4 room frame, city water, near
week. The- - sales
continue to fall steadily."
stroys; after which the hair grows. dleton failed to remit the company past
101Ü South Walter street.
shops, 50 ft. lot.
amounting to several hun- mostly staple- wools, grading from hair
Sheriff Coddington expects to re- Foil K UN T A f.oirroom house! n IceO y
S ilel by leading druggists. Send 10c. collet-lions3
room, new frame, corner lot,
$1050
blood to line, although liberal sales main in Albueiuei(ue several days.
Highlands, good outbuildings.
In stamps for sample to The Herplclcle dred dollars.
10,
Apply
furnished.
N. T.
Room
good
of
clothing
l.
wools
have
been
$1200
I room brick, cellar, good barn,
Co., Detroit, Mich. Tw'o sizes, !i0e- and
Armljo building, or phone M7.
made grading line and fine medium.
::opplty iron.
near car line.
$1.00. H. H. Hriggs & Co., special MEXICO TO WAGE WAR
Among
Are you Just Imrely getting around by the FOR RENT Ranch; Inquire 1115 N. Arno.
the
were
4 room
transactions
$1200
about
frame, north 8th street,
agents.
60 fl. lo
of a million pounds of aid of crutches or a cane? Unless you hnve
city water.
ON TUBERCULOSIS
your
ur
deformity
a
a
limb
lost
If
have
FOR
Large
RENT
4
$1350
with
ham
for
room
Colorado and New Mexican. In the
stalls
cement
finish adobe,
five horses and plenty of room for vehibarns, shade, on car line.
irlgiriHl bags, at 21 tí! 23c. There hav lard's Know Liniment and In no timo you
Joints, or anything of like nature use
cles; large hay loft and corral.
4 room frame, bath, electric,
$1650
Address J.
lights,
been
original
Monfurther
sales
of
lintagcN of W hite Plague In Army InIs rheumatism, lumbago, sprain, stifT .1. J., Morning Journal.
Highlands.
tana wools, a.s well aa graded Mon can throw
away your crutches and be sa FOR RENT
cite Alarm In Southern Kciuhllc.
roor.í
$19004
Highlands,
or three room nouses,
close
tana: also Wyoming, both in the orig- well as anyone. Prices 2!c, Hue and $1.00.
In, cement wains.
furnished or unfurnished.
W. V. Fuinal bags and and graded. One sain Sold liv .1. It. O'RIelly Co.
f,0
room brick, bath, cellar, barns,
trelle
South
Meeond
street
Monterey, Mexico, Sept. 23. Today was made of 200.000 pounds of origiR. H.llth street.
was held here the first of the confer- nal Montana, of fair staple, fine anei
$25006 room modern adobe, lot IsOx
fine
medium, at 25 14 if 26 He also
ences by army surgeons and officers
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shade and fruit trees, fourth
ward.
now being held at various places in 350.000 pounds of staple Montanas at
room, two story frame, mod70c,
$315011
clenn.
by
republic
Idaho wools have been
the
order of president
FOR SALE Private Bale Wednesday.
ern, near park.
Dlax to formulate plans for restricting taken quite liberally, amonsc the sales
Kepresentlnit MniiKor ft Avery, Boston
One lilrilneye maple beelroum suite-- ,
6
$3600
room modern bungalow, good
the spread ef consumption anions; the helng one of 300,000 pounds of fine
(With Kaabe A Mauier.)
buffet, rockers, dining table-- ,
in
location, lot 76sl42.
and fine medium Idaho at 24c. An- lis Mor'ii rirt R
Mexican soldiery.
A
tlhnnnernu. K. M mission, gas range, heater, mahogany
2 story residence,
room.
$45007
hot
(1 rewpr
The conference was held In the other sale consisted of 200.000 pounds
North Twelfth.
water heat, corner lot, W. Tijeras.
ji lid lie tl. 318
barracks of the Ninth battalion and of fine clothing Idaho at 22c.
One
$175013 room brick rooming house, In
FeiR HA LK Majestic
range heating stove,
was presided over by Dr. Francisco house sold about a quarter of a milgood residence location.
good condition;
new.
Incubator,
Vergara, chief army surgeon for this lion pounds of Wyomlngs at at 22 H
No. 4lh Htreet.
$650011 room modern residence, fine
by
23c.
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zone,
Dakota wools continue to be
military
with the runk of lieuticket east!-Judge Craig Thought It Was tenant
Home good business properties and
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was CONTRACTOR
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II. H. L.
and
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212 V, S. Ktvnnd. Phono 71.
ready been held In several of the enum staple wools
at prices
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BALK
200 White Leghorn
chickens,
Harry Wolfe, a cowboy with the pr tic i i a I garrison points of the coun- ranging from 6 to 72c; cholee fine
Huston strain: bred to lay. William Wes-cPawnee Hill show, was arrested yes- try and the complete reports will be clothing, 70fi 72c, nnd average fin,
City; or call at ranch one block south
terday morning by Sherirf perfecto taken a short time In the future as medium clothing at fi'li67, some
of American Lumber Company plant.
Armljo. near Second street and Cen- the basis
alos of fine medium Ctah clothhm
some new and stringent
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Ranches from 4 tu 40 acres
nf btmt noBK mn to speak "f tho
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s
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So it goes through the whole list of
the grand opera favorites. Nórdica,
Ixniise Homer, (eraldino Farrar, K turna Karnes and the others are all said
In America
to receive compensation
which they could not expect to get
abroad. Consequently, It is no won
der that American maidens from
Maine to Mexico covet the opera sing
er's c ireer.
A considerable number of men mu
nielan, singers and Instrumentalists,
also do remarkably well financially
earning bigger salaries In a short sea
son than most bank presidents in a
year's work. Their chances, of course
are creater in America. Thus It Is
reported that a much advertised plan
1st not long ago played for $fiu a re
rital at Nuremberg and then received
ii.imio for a series of forty recitals In
the I'nited States. Considering the
opportunities here. It is not strange
that so well informed a musical critic
as Henry T. Finck wrote recently In
"The Nation:" "The rewards of sue
cess in music are Indeed so great that
it Is a wonder so few men compete for
them
There Is, to be sure, another side to
the story. Heneath the ranks of the
very successful are thousands of pro
.fesKlonal musicians who, even In this
country of high prices, manage at best
to get only a modest living, and sometimes hardly that. Still It Is doubtful
If they are worse off than the gen
ernllty of the moderately successful In
other walks of life. The small salaries of orchestra players are sometimes referred to as showing that
there Is little money In music. Yet, If
it is true, as recently asserted, that
the average earnings of certified doctors of medicine in the I'nited States
arc not more than $600 for a wholo
year's work, the average compensa
tion of plavets In the permanent or
chestra of the I'nited States certainly
exceeds this, In a comparatively short
season: and they have chances to sup
plement their income by summer
work, by teaching throughout
the
year, anil bv occasional engagements
The most famous and highly trained
orchestras, one which
of American
New Yorkers always hear with pleas
ure. Is the Huston Symphony. The sal
arles are said to be modest In this
organization, which is kept together
only through the guarantee of Major
Henry I Iligglnson to make up the
annual deficit; but. on the other hand.
the positions are permanent for men
who continue to advance professionally, the summer months are easily
made productive as well as pleasnre-ahand a very considerable number
of the members of the orchestra re
ceive s liarles as teachers at the New
Conservatory of Music, the
KnfTland
oldest and largest of American schools
study In music, to
of tirofc'S-dona- l
which their fame as virtuosi annually
attracts many students who would
otherwise go abroed for their música'.
education
The reasonable certainly that there
I
a living in teaching music Is un
questionably what Induces many i
d
American business man
to spend money i,n his children's mu
A c i i y J l H e .ew Torn
sical education.
where there are two thousand or more
.millionaire, and many times tht
In
number of families with
excess of SI o. oon, supports thousandsI
It
music teachers.
of well-pai- d
sflil that four women students out of
,fie, even of those w ho are determined at 'he outset to become foremost
fiiiers singers or concert performers. prompt and permanent relief.
Mr.
I.uks
I
have sutlered wilh letter for thirty
I'oston rather l.nOitii
tul no bv teaching
Mich., saya of II: years and have tiled almost countless rem.
of
the "A fir using a oranaet.
planter and other remedies dies with Utile. If any, relief. Three boses
thin New York has always been
great source of highly trained teach- fur three weks for a bsd lams ha k. I pitr ef Chamberlain's Hstve cured me. It was a
ers of music, (if the mom than Z.fW'i chased a bottle nf Chamberlain's I'aln Halm. torlure. It breaks out a little sometimes,
net two applications etTn
Cona curt." For but tv. Chins to wbst It UHd to do I H.
students at the New Kngiaml luego
aala by all druggists.
Hesch. Midland I'lty, Ala.
Chamberlains
servatory lust year, of whom a
Is for sale by alt drugslsta.
Salt
niiiforl'y were women. It Is probable
A
lllnl lo Hit Wisthu most will be teaching a few y4n Should be sufficient.
AUTISTIC I'lCITHK
Ilon't wait unheore.
.
MIOUKI.I,
Christmas to have that stove re UKAHON'AIII,!; I'llK
There s no occasion to pit)' them. til
up,
Ki,MMi:it S'U mo, an .i
put
call
but
polished
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palled,
ndltlon than that or in
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.
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Third street

Large

RÓOM8 FOR h KST A fesniliF7u7nisüed
rooms with use of batb., by the week of
No Invalids taken.
month.
Hotel Craig,

Medium,

silver

25o
25c

2 for

Ave.

rooms at
IFOR KrjNT Neatly furnlsha
very low prices, The La Veta Rooming
House,
lit West Lead avenue. .Mrs. J.
U
fl"nl1"'
I
2
IFOR RKNT Modern rooms and boaril
,
per month.
Craig-Mrs. Kit I
lot
Smith Becoud si reel, upstairs.

Champion Grocery
6M-tV- !l

W. Tijeras

Ave.,
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THE ALBUQUERQUE
tion at Its hands. The petit - jurors
were ordered to appear at the court
GIVES CHAVEZ house at 9 o'clock, and when, the
twenty-tw- o
jurors appeared, all but
twelve were disqualified.
To fill out the jury a special venire
was ordered and the following names
HIS FREEDO
were drawn:
' J. H. Grundlnar. Joseph Grunsfeld,
Jacob Gainsley, B. H. Ives, Ambrosio
Montoya, Adam Fisher, George Clifford, Jacob Sieckel, B. B. Booth, Eligió Lucero, W. F. Bledsoe, H. L. Dob-soLIQUOR CASE
Jesus M. Garcia. P. O. Jaffa,
Polocarpio Armljo, A. V. Frutrelle, B.
Heyn, Jtsus Jose Moya, Clark M.
Carr, Noa Ilfeld, Eugenio Gomez.
'
The names were placea in the hands
CASES AGAINST LOCAL
of several deputies and many excuses
were made to them when they were
MEN TO BE TRIED TODAY served
with the summons. Some had
an engagement, while others wanted
to see the wild west show, but their
Territorial Grand Jury Sees the pleas were of no avail. They had to
appear in court.

IU

MILLINERY
FASHION
PRICES TO SUIT ALL

CircusGallup

Man to Go to

PBEElL

"

Insane Asylum Important
Session of Probate Court,

same or equivalent amount of work
has been completed in any of the high
Echoo's."
Tlie Tu im hs FcmmI for Man.
Bulletin No. 64, of the New Mexico
College of Agriculture and Mechanic
Arts, Agricultural College, New Mexico, has just come from the press of
the Journal publishing company. This
bulletin is entitled, "The Tuna as a
Food for Man,'" and Is the work of
It. F. Hare, chemist of the Agricultural college, and, David Griffiths, as
sistant pathologist of the United States.
department of agriculture.
In view
of the general and rapidly Increasing
Interest among scientists in the values
of cacti as food and forage, this work
is of particular interest. The volume
treats of the subject exhaustively,
pages, cleverly
containing eighty-eigtables
illustrated with photographs,
and plates In colors. It is a work of
which the authors have just cause to
be proud.
ht

Julian

D. Chavez,

10

of Casa Colorado,

indicted by the federal grand jury last
March for .felling liquor without a license in Valencia county, near Santa
Fe railway camp No. 7, on the Helen
cut-of- f,
was acquitted of that charge
by the United States petit jury yesterday afternoon.
Chavez' was alleged to have sold
liquor to various employes on the cutoff, but he denied the charge when
arraigned in March and since then has,
been out on bond.
The evidence brought before the
jury went to prove that Chavez had
Klven liquor to various parties, but
nothing to prove that he had sold the
liquor was shown, and according to
the statements of several witnesses,
the charge
against Chavez was
brought by parties unfriendly to him.
through rite.
Rlfego Baca, attorney for Chavez,
made n very strong address to the
jury, dwelling upon the evidence, and
stated that his client was a peaceful
citizen and the sole support of his
wife and family, appealing to the
sympathies of the Jurors In a masterly manner.
K. L. Medlw, assistant United States
district attorney, answered the argument of Attorney Paca in a short
speech, in which he paid Haca a com
pliment on his excellent address.
Judge Ira A. Abbott Rave the jurors
their Instructions at 5 o'clock, and
at 5:25 o'clock they had reached a
decision, freeing Chavez.
The case of the United States
against Toll & Gradl, of this city, indicted by the federal grand jury for
soiling liquor to Indians, will be tried
before the federal petit jury today.
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SALE

Hardware and Ranch Supplies

OF

LAKTS

STOVES AND RANGES,

ENAMELED WARE,

KITCHEN UTENSILS,

CUTLERY,

;

100 Pair

Sale
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CIGARS

MEN'S WORK GLOVES.

e,

e,

Men's unlined work gloves, fireproof tannage, wide leather band
top with gore at wrist, string fastener, a soft, pliable glove, colors,
black, yellow or olive green; the

n,

FREE BOOKLET

ON

We

Work Shows Rapid Advancement of the Institution and
Its Splendid Facilities,
Volume I, number 1. of the College
liei'ord, containing the seventeenih
annual catalogue of the New Mexico
College of Agriculture and Mechanic
Arts, which has recently come from
the press ()f the Journal Publishing
company, Is receiving a great deal of
flattering comment throughout
the
territory, where it has been distributed, both on the originality of the
volume which was designed by fatuity and students on distinctly
nove!
Ideas, and on the perfection
of the
work, the volume making one of the
most artistic specimen of the printer's
art ever published In the southwest.
u
The catalogue has not a single
In the way of photograph, hut
Is done throughout
with clever pen
and Ink drawings, beautifully done,
Initial letter mid life pages. Its heading uhd subheadings being, arranged
throughout not only with a view to
originality and attractlvenesM, but also
to clearness, ho that the reader may
get at once to- the information about
the college or any of Its numerous
department
which he may be seek-In-

ON

carry a fine line

1907-0- 8

and

Cigars

of

yesterday
the United States petit jrtry was seIn to try
body
started
cured inii that
the many eases scheduled for disposl- -

To- -

bacco.
Try our brands and

pair

make you a

we will

customer.

I

The Monarch Grocery Go.

..'

-

Men's heavy work glove, made of
heavy drab color fire and water
proof tanned rawhide, welted seam,
waxed thread sewed, double piece
on thumb, wide band and one

snap

fastener on back of wrist, Strongly
made. The greatest glove on earth
75c
for rough wear, The pair

307 W. Central Ave.
Phone 80.

We desire to place in the hands of
Disease
those arillcted with Bright'
pamphlet that
un,l Dlaheleti a
Is saving human lives. It Is not an orprincipally
dinary pamphlet, but Isscientifically
made tip of reports of
conducted tests In a large variety or
lases, showing K7 per cent ot reeover-idlri
In these hitherto Incurable
v is.
c
This booklet Is for thoughtful peo-pipeople who can discriminate between common patent medicine literreport
ature and a carefully prepared
of h patient, serious and profoundly
Important Investigation.
,
The specific employed 111 these test.-are known hs the Fulton Compounds,
nnd the results obtained prove conclusively that these dreaded dlseaxes
no long fatHl have at last yielded to
The pamphlet Is
tncRlcH acidice.
3fl-P- K
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205 West Central Avenue.

tan buckskin

welted and trimmed seams; an A1
$1.00
glove, the pair
Men's heavy white buckskin
gloves, made from extra heavy Indian tanned buckskin, full outseam
back and fingers, double piece and

D.

-

pair..
SPECIAL

M.
;.

--

LADIES'

$1.25

Ve place on sale this week an

i

CORSETS.

Ladies' F, P, Military Form corsets, made of fine Alexandria cloth,
full bias gore, well boned, high in
bust, Elongo hips, lace trimming at
the top with ribbon insertion; hose
supporters over abdomen and hips,
This is one of the best fitting cor$1.00
sets made, Each

THIS WEEK ONLY.

FOR

as-

nation, Heliotrope, Oatmeal,

Cold

Cream, Violets, White Rose

and

Ladies' Armorsicle Corsets, latest
shape straight front, lace edging
with ribbon insertion at top, 5 hooks
This is the corset that never breaks
down on the side, The best corset
made for the price. Each ..$1.00

standard

CHILDREN'S SLEEPING GARMENT

soaps and are never sold for less

This is the time of year that the
children take cold by getting the
bed covering off .during the night,
Sleeping garments prevent this as
they cover and protect the entire

regular price. The assortment
sists of Harvest Honey,

con-

Bouquet,

Palm and Olive, Witch Hazel, Car-

Butttermilk.

These are

than 10 cents.

Our special price

for this week only is, the

palm and
thumb, buck split back and top
band, string fastener, California cut
with seams on back of fingers,
Indian

Thl

Wb

COMBINATION
GLOVE.

Burning Outfits,

-.

catalogue for 1o7'nH shows
with 'striking clearness the rapid
growth of this Institution of which
.Ww Mexico Is Justly proud, ami of
the broad scale on which Its future
development I planned. The Impression made by the volume Is shown
from the following Introduction to a
long article based on the catalogue In
a recent Issue of the Santa Fe New
Meve:
"A copy of (he catalogue of the New
Mexico College of Agriculture
mid
Mechanic Art for 1(I7-'0has Just
been received by the New Mexican,
The catalogue Is an excellent one In
a great many respect. The
that
lr'j. II. O'Klelly Co., druggists, Albu- there Is tin Institution in the fact
territory
plan
carry
can
to
and
out
rom
that
querque, N. M.
Miction such an artistic production us
When to suspect Blight's Disease
mealiness or loss of weight; puffy an this catalogue Is, speaks volume for
kles, hands or eyelids; dropsy. Kidney the educational side of the territory.
' '
nimnf in- ulven h coiii'Imc hlKtury
tronhlt' Hftir th'1 third month; urm
imillmi lit; failing ;lti'(i. ot the Institution, Its locution and ln-- !
m iy !!
.
011
pti HhIh the lilli nchuolH of
ii
ilpiM!!!'1; uni' or more of
tin' illHtlniriilMhliiir foil thf Icrrllory From which minluMti
In dliitit'tc
' t i(rc I. e;iUlnf
with Ki'i'iit thli'Mt n re iiilitilitil without "fn in n n Ion or
show itiijr IiihI tlm
cm a cfitifiintc,
Hint nt tlmrH vorarloim nontp,

MEN'S

WOOD,

riveted around thumb, straight top
This
with V extension at wrist,
glove is built for rough wear, The

sortment of toilet soaps at half the

0c

lllui-triitlo-

DRIGHTS DISEASE
AND DIABETES

L. WASHBURN

204

e,

Af'er nearly five hours

-- --

J

Marriage !, Icennos.
Two couples applied at the proba e
clerk's office yesterday and secured
licenses to wed. They were Albert It.
COLLEGE
aged twenty-threand
llrowning.
aged twenty-threLola. II. Slowell.
both of Albuquerque; David Schaaf
puncher, aged thirty-onand Henrietta Peatrico Williams, aged twcnly-sove- PLEASING
COMMENT
both of Albuquerque,

w antki
rirn r JimmsTOaixo
SKK TIIK CHUTS

-

Smart

s,

YEAR BOOK FOR

--

"THbv

J

B, RUPPE

er

The territorial grend jury met in
rogolar session yesterday morning, but
fulled to return any indictments, and
to permit the Jurors to witness the circus, the jury was adjourned at noon.
They will convene this morning.
Kent to Ijih Vi'gaw.
of Gallup, N. M..
Michael
insane by
was yesterday adjudged
Judge Abbott, after the man had been
evil mined by Dr Hope, acting county
physician. Sennlon was brought here
b ' Sheriff Harry Coddington, of Mc-- h
inlcy county. Sennlon was ordered
k nt to the territorial Insane asylum
u: La Vegas.
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HARNESS AND SADDLES,

;

We have placed on

Will I'rnotlcc in Albuquerque.
Woo!
Blankets, in
Manuel Vigil, the young lawyer
OR
from Trinidad. Colo., who arrived In
Albuquerque last week, determined to
make this city his future home, will
White, Grey and Tan
apply for a license to practice before
the Bernalillo county bar soon.
Mr. Vigil is a graduate of the Uni
WILD WEST SHOW A LITTLE
versity of Colorado, the Trinidad and
Color
Denver law schools, and besides has
TAME FOR WESTERNERS practiced
In Trinidad, where his father
resides.
Albuquerque very well; In
like
"I
Some Interesting Features and fact, 1 was struck by the attractive
ness of the territory en route nere,
.
Some Other Very Uninter- and from what I have learned Albu
querque Is the best city in the southI
are pleasant, and
esting Ones Make Up the west. The people
believe that I can make good here,"
Vigil
yesterday.
said Mr.
Program,
Mr. Vigil has entered the ortice or
Attorney Elfego Baca.
Pawnee Bill and his wild west and
Army KngliHiTs In Demand.
far east show failed to make a hit
Washington, D. C, Sept. 23. All
with the people of Albuquerque, if engineer companies of the army are
A PAIR
the comments heard from patrons of to be recruited up to the maximum
limit of the law. This action was dethe big show last night are to be ac- cided
a view of complying
upon
with
cepted as the decree of the public.
the request made by Major GenThe show might be a good wild west with Leonard
Wood, commanding the
show in New York or Painted Post, eral
Philippine division, that two additionOhio, where the family plough hors al
companies of engineer troops be
offers the highest example known of delegated to that
station for service.
rough riding, but in New Mexico,
where rough horses are hanging out
Burglar In Town
In every corral, and where some gen- his name la "had couirh."
He doesn't care
uine rough riding Is seen now and for Kiild or llver but he will steal your
house
then, the performance Is a little bit health away. If he appears In yours More
with Ballnrd
tame. Not that there are no good arrest him at once
consumption
may
mean
svruD. It
features In the performance, for there hound
don't. A cure for all coughs colds1 and
are several, and very good ones. The you
per
Price 25c 50c, and
trrubl'S.
chest
lUi
Cossack horsemen give a first class liottle. Sold liv .1. II. O HIelly Co
exhibit of daredevil and skilled rid
ing and some of the far eastern peo
SKKNIOV fV
Tin-- : i'uohati: corirr ple and their stunts are decldedlv in
A special session of the Hernalillo teresting, but as a whole the show is
RESIDENT OR TRAVELING
county probate court was held in the not calculated to draw any wild enWANTED TO
SALESMAN
a
thusiasm
from
southwestern audi
court house yesterday morning to examine Into the estate of the late Jesso ence.
SELL LINOLEUM, FLOOR
The bronco busting was about a:
K. French and other matters brought
CLOTH & WOOD GRAIN
before the court. Judge Jesus Homero tame an exhibition as could he im OIL
agined, for the horses didn't seem to FLOORING ON COMMISSION
presided. '
John French, brother of Jesse K. require any busting and acted morí IN THIS CITY AND VICINITY
French, deceased, filed a petition to after the fashion of well regulated
FURNITURE," CARPETS
Stephen Bm.lacm Runnm Co. I
bo appointed administrator of the es- saddle ponies. An exhibition of fancy
lassoing,
by
young
a
gentleman
from Cor. Chambers St. & W Broadway
tate left by his brother, his petition
DRAPERIES AND BED- beins: approved.
F. H. Strong was Old Mexico, didn't present any very
New York City
DING.
appointed appraiser by the adminis- alluring features, while the border
were a little
trator and V. V. McClellan appraiser day sports and hold-up- s
by the court. The administrator's lilt tame and lacking In enthusiasm.
Major Lime s shooting also' can hardly
bond wan fixed. t $400.
308-31- 0
W. Central Ave.
If yesterday's
The First National bank of Trinidad be called sensational.
BY
was allowed $40.75 against the estate work was a fair sample, for he sat on
THE MAN WHO SWEARS
a very gentle nnd well behaved horso
of the late Sarah Overstrcet.
THE FISH BRAND SLICKER
who
did
not
seem
to mind in the
Mariano Duran and Kliseo Mlrahal
were appointed administrators of the least and broke clay pigeons with the
estate of Candelario Lobato, nnd their skill of any well trained trap shooter.
is the man who
one curious feature of the show
bond was fixed at $1,000. The court
has iricd to get
decided on November 4 as the date was a Homan chariot race. The race
the same service
THE PRESCRIPTION
when It would approve the will of the was a gfod one. designed to recall the
out of some
deceased. Miguel Duran ami T. II. days of the Roman arena. Put the
DRUGGIST
driver of one chariot was clad In
other make
Duran were named as appraisers.
chaps and carried a very modern six- S. Vann was appointed as sole execWest Central Avenus
utor of (he estate of Joseph Henry shooter in his belt. The
-- !
man
won
race
the
handily.
Hi'bardson.
The performance last night was ills- - '
E. Walker- Lillian M. Robins, guardian of Uus-se- ll
Arthur
tlnctly better than the afternoon show,
II. Uoblns and (lordan M. lloli-InSecretary Mutual
Fire Inminince.
events seeming to move with more
minors, was filed and approved.
Ao-latlnn- .
Clean Light Durable
I'liono 695.
Itiilltllna:
The report and Inventory of the ap- sliced and better organization.
.Avenn.
Central
Waterproof
Guaranteed
t. .11 Wmt
praisers of the estate of William A.
Everywhere
and Sold
Heaven, deceased, was approved.
On November 4, the probate court
E
will decide whi ther to approve
the FINE
ItllfiTMTrD ClTAlOfl
1811 fO
Hi AilVUft
last will of Pedro Antonio I'ereu, prej fowl to m"
Í
i
sented yesterday.
Mrs. Ida L. Plummer, deputy probate clerk, took the minutes of the
VV.
session.
AGRICULTURAL

Mm

First, Bet. Central and Copper Aves.

cake.. 5c
1

Men's unlined gauntlet gloves,
made of oil tanned calfskin, 4 inch
leather gauntlet, welted and trimmed seams, A good strong glove
and will give good wear, pair $1.00 .
Men's Saranac Railroad Gauntlet gloves, drab buck palm, thumb
and forefinger gun cut; reinforced
thumb, pearl color grained leather
back and gauntlets, Steam proof,
$1.25
The pair..

BOATRHGE

body,"

Children's gray ribbed cotton
sleeping garments for child en from
to 8 years of age, Each.... 40c
i

1

Children's heavy gray flat fleece
lined sleeping garments, good and
thick, This is an extra good garment and is generally sold for moid
money; according to size, each..
60c, 70c, 80c

TTTT

Phone
IOI3.

CO.

THE ALBUQUERQUE
tho panic month the year previous.
In August, this year, the enlistments
totaled 1.702, as against 1,157 in Au,
gust, 1906.
The example of the United States In
,
Puhllihtd by the
eschewing billboards lis a means of
Journal Publishing Co.
publicity 3 likely to spread far. The
crusade asT'.tlpst the nuisance will gain
IX K. MACPHERSO.V
Presidan! greater headway with Unele Sam
W B. Itl'RKE
Bdltor.
City Editor. withdrawing his patronage of thla obH. B HENINU
Manager.
1IAHCU3 P. KELX.T
Business
jectionable device and the day of
emancipation is decidedly advanced
Entered as ocnl ciia matter at the
poatolTlce
Athuqueriiue. N. M, onArr tcl thereby.
- Congress of March i, U7.
The theater attracts a Rood many,
THH
MOHMSG
JOIHX.!. Is) TIIF! tho lecture draws Home, and the
op m w
adimi HH'i Bi irtN
MKXUO. HI ri'OKTIMi TMK IMtlMIPI, K- church gathers In more or les, but
ill r THK KKI t HI U A
l'ARTt Al l. Tlir the circuí catches em all. And the
TIM K. AMI THK MrYlHOI,
UP THK
little girl suld when she went homo:
I'AKT
WUK.N TUMI
AKR
"Oh, mamma, if you'd Just go to the
KH.IIT.
circus once, you'd never want to go to
Larger rirrnlntioe than any ithrr poper la prayer mcetln' iigain In your
life."
Meil."
Nrw Mellen. The only ntprr lu

ilornino

small stockholders. It is something
only the warring
which concern
giants themselves. In the meantime,
freight rates are higher all over the
country than they were before the
reform was begun. Passenger rates
are unchanged, except In such states
as have made local legislation effective and everywhere
the service,
freight and passenger. Is worse than
It was a year ago.
We may believe that the rBilroads
are engaced In a waiting game, but
they are not senred to such an extent
that the public notices It in any improvement of Its own condition.

Oonrtial

rii:n

keued every flay la the year.

The Morning lonrnul hue a higher
ratine lhan la nrrcrded In any other
e any other dn'.ly In
paper In Albminerqtir
Near Mulro."
The A tfrkao ierrpnprr IH- raetory.
ilreti-!atlo-

TKRMH OF glBSCItllTIOX.
Pally, by 'mall, one year. In advance.
Ja!ly, hy .arrler. one mon'.a
lally. by mull, one mentí
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IS A
IX ISUAIX.
ll
Our Tecos valley neighbor, the
Kegister-T- i
ihune, w hich Is giving earnest support to the pending
ft itchood proposition, copies In full an
editorial from the Morning Journal In
favor f the movement, and in doing
Itos-we-

so

sas:

"In this connection it Is pleasant to note that the great
Journal, which is usually atheistic on all matters of a
public nature takes the same
view of the subtect."
We are not mire that we know Just
what idea our neighbor intends to convey by the use of the word "atheistic."
In our search for light on the subject
M have consulted Webster's dictionary, which is standard authority
throughout th Knglish world, and the
only definition of the word "lit heist"
that we find there Is :"One who does
not believe In the existence of a Cod."
Now, If our neighbor meins to convey
the Idea that we do not believe In any
of the titilo tin gods that the gentlemen of the old gang have set up, and
which so many of our New Mexico
contemporaries, including the otherhave
wise orthodox IteglHter-Tribunshown a willingness to fall down and
worship. II n his use of Ihe word is
most eminently correct; but If he uses
the expression lu its dictionary sense,
It would not be possible for him to be
more diametrically wrong, because It
Is the Morning Journal which does believe, par excellence, that there Is a
!od In Israel, and though, as In other
days, He sometimes moves In u mysterious way. His wonders to perform,
He never falls in Ihe end to bring to
d
Justice all plunderers ot
the public treasury, debauchers of Ihe
body politic and betrayers of Ihe people, and rtiite n number of gentlemen
under divine indictment for these
crimes, anil now awaiting Judgment,
have been able already, through the
assistance of the Morning Journal, to
read the dread super.ciiition on th"
wall: "Meno, Mene, Tekel Upharsln"
and they do not need to cull any
Daniel to Interpret the writing.
Albu-bueni-

e,

even-hande-

Today. Tuesday, Is Ihe date Judge
Iindls has set for taking up the Alton case, and we shall probably leirn
very soon whether or not the promise
of Immunity made by the df part iro ut
of Justice under a former attorney
general shall bind the federal government to let the Alton company go
scot-fre- e
In return for the giving of
advance testimony tlyit. would ordinarily incriminate Itself as well as the
nil company for Iheie must of necessity be two parties to Ihe crime of
rebating.

WHAT POWDKKIA' PKOPOSKS.
We learn from Washington
that
Chief Powdcrly has submitted to the
bureau of Immigration a report In
which he stales that he has official
Information from various parts of the
country which warrants him in
Immediate employment to
250,(100 foreigners, at 'wages ranging
from three dollars a week to three
and a half a day. Tho report says ho
bases his opinion as to the demand for
k.hor In this country on Information
received from governors of stales,
state officials connected with labor
departments,
and agricultural
and
large employers of labor.
He expresses the belief that the demand for workmen Is greater than Is
reflected in his report, pointing out
that the division of information, which
was created by congress with a view to
diverting the tide of Immigration from
Ihe big cities, only has been In commission since July 1 und has not covered the entire labor field, and he
adds:
employers we
"From Individual
have received specific Information
which will enable us to Immediately
place 1,305 aliens at wages ranging
from $1.25 to J3 a day," he says In his
report.
of
commissioners
"From
labyr and state boards of agriculture wo have information, reliable in
character, but Indefinite as to detail,
certifying that X 1,1 00 people can find
employment at wages ranging from
Í18 a month to $3 a day. From' the
commissioners of agriculture of three
s'atcs Information has been received t
the effect that an aggregate of 1.020,-wsettlors on lands are needed."
Chief Powdcrly recommends the establishment In Ihe large industrial
centers of branch offices of the divis
ion of Information, which shall keep
in touch with employers of labor. He
would open n targe, office of the kind
at Kills Island at once and place II
in charge of Inspector Philip Cowen.
The chief not only would have
branch intelligence, offices established In all the large citlcH, but he recommends that men und women be
placed on steamers to Instruct Immi
grants where they should go to find
employment. In this connection he
sa:'s:
"I have arrived at the conclusion
that It would be well to designate cer
men and women
tain
to travel upon steamships and Inform
Immigrants what to expect on arrival
In this country.
With such persons
coming In direct contact with the Imanswetng
migrants on shipboard,
their questions and explaining the
meaning of the bulletins und other
publications of the division of Information, great good must follow."
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The ocean spray
The' rare salt breeze.
At two per day
Were quite the cheese.
I liked to watch the billows foam.
Still things look pretty good at home.

all
Mr. Pryan's friends nre doing
they can to redeem his candidacy fi"m
the lack of Interest that always attends a foregone conclusion.

BELLE
SPRINGS
BUTTER

maloy

under-traine- d
and too Inr
dependent. They lack that nicety of
attention which Is insisted upon in Europe. They do not even say 'Thank
you,' upon receiving a dollar tip. I ti
London or Kurope a waiter who receives sixpence or a shilling is satisfied. If he receives more he is delighted, hut unless he Is a bad wai'. T
he Is always polite."

1AÍI

Proprietor nf Alvnrndo Pharmacy,
Avenue and l'lrat Mreet.
Highland liiarmury, Corner of East
tral and llroadwiiy.

120 S.

Not long ago while some eminent
Pcniisylvanians were on a visit to a
southern city they were asked regard- ing the Hariisburg capítol scandal,
and responded laughingly that It was
looked upon in the state as a joke. In
one day last week fourteen warrants
were Issued at Hariisburg for tho ar- rest of some of the men w hose names
have been Involved In the charges of
conspiracy to defraud the common- wealth. That makes the Pennsylvania
"Joke" look like one of those that used
on the people of
to be perpetrated
New Mexico by the old gang. In the
days when It was regarded us sidesplitting humor to burn the books.

Some Current
Comment
The Song of the OpIimM.
(Phoenix Gazette.)
On account of an unexpected destamps in Halti-mor- e
mand for one-cefur mailing Hebrew New Year
was excards, this denomination
hausted In that city, and then a run
two-cestamps
was made on the
that nearly had tho same result. H
to
long
replenish
the
will not take
supply, but the Incident shows the
popularity of low prices. For the fir t
time in many years the postal reven-nu- e
quarter .of
In the Ilrst
equalled the expenditures, and probably the postal card has brought about
this demand. The picture cards are
cheap and Ihe postage Is the. minimum coin, so everybody can afford U
take up a custom that saves time as
well as money. Cheap rates are responsible for the new custom In correspondence.
The reduction of railroad fares li
likely to work the same way, and the
time may come when the roads themselves, in the Interest of greater revo-nue- ,
will make further concessions. In
all public utilities the principle Is the
same. It could he applied In the supply of gas and electricity with added
prnllt to Ihe companies. An article of
such value In every household would
be universally and abundantly used
If prices encouraged It to the same
extent as In the case of the postal
department.
A line exists
below which a cul
could not be profitably made, but It Is
certain that theer la a greater return
In serving the many lhan the few.
nt

nt

lu

(Sold

Fourth's.

Rubber stamp maker. Phone

Book binder and

See E.
''Some

THE WM. FARR COMPANY,
DEALER

S. LITHGOW,

H.

024.

Journal Untitling.

Cen-

Mr, and Mrs. James Slaughter.
Wholesale and Retail

O. Price

are born rich, othen acquire rlohca" hy Judiciously

real estate.

their saving!

Inventing

and vicinity.

than Alhuqucrquo

and unimproved

We have buth Improved

Wo have one acreage

aale at reasonable prices.

tract Insido city.

property for
for

Suitable

uro money maker for the ona who has tho foresight to snap It up.

A

We

'

are orTerlng some good ranch property, a!si a few furnished houses.

I Itl.SH ANO HALT MEAT
Snutuiice a Specialty

In

And there la no bettor place to Invest In rent estate west of the Mississippi

I.N

Hos the

Biggest
ket Prices Is Paid.

For Cattle and

SEE E. O. PRICE, 212 S. Second St.
TELEPHONE 8:).

Mar-

McParlland's

jíÍ"

Brew, te
John M. Clum, who is one of the
best known of the pioneers of
(MR HOW
rV
and Arizona, and who was editor of the Tucson Citizen thirty years
ago, is the man who has been elected
as delegate from Alaska to the national congress, according to letter
from the northwest
territory.
Mr.
Clum went to Alaska seven years ago
to organize the postal servtre, and has
since made bin residence there.
Many
will remember Mr.
Clum, for In the early history of
he was a very conspicuous figure, filling with ability several Imporpublic positions. He was Indian
i tant
agent at San Carlos from February, WHEN YOU EAT BREAD
1IÍJ4, to July. 1 S 7 7. In which position
ho oerformeil effective and arduous
service. It was Mr. Clum who arrest- If it la of our linking, you eat bread not
ed (Jerónimo at Ojo Callente, N. Al., bote. Just buy one loaf of BTSTKR
s 7 7 , and conveyed him to
in April.
the reservation.
The escape of the HKOVVN and notice the fine und clone grain
wily chief from the reservation
the in comimrlKon with Mime of Ihe bruicgrd
next yeah his bloody depredations, the
pursuit und final capture, are all parts about kind. Tables lietlrr, too, and cottn
of Arizona history; but one of the no more per loaf. Why not. then, eat
most notable in the long succession of
1U 1ST Kit KliOWN UKKAU?
attendant events was that arrest.
He was posj master at Tombstone
also, ami mavor of that city, holding
PIONEER BAKERY
likewise at one time a post in the. intSII7 Wl. FIRST ST.
spection service of the postoffice department. Postiles his official career
"awaaairi
In Arizona. Mr. Clum maiTo a record
as a newspaper man, in which calling
he manifested an nhP'ty end fearlessness that were I
,.
widely.
From November, lfi"7. to February,
18SII. he was editor and proprietor of
the Citizen, which he sold to go l
Tombstone, where be established the
Tombstone Epitaph, conducting the
same successfully
through several
years. He sold It to go to California,
where he
at San Pernarcllno In
the real estate business.
In lNül Air. Clum returned to the
United States postal service, und has
been employed therein from that year
FURNITURE, CROCKERY,
until the present time, serving In various parts of the United States and In
STOVES AND RANGES
the department at Washington. In
April. Isipi, he was sent to Alaska
to organize the postal service, which
117 GOLD AVEXL'K.
I
he did to the utmost satisfaction of
,. IHMII mm mil
f raanaaiaaji
the department and the public.
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Plione 1000.
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MEXICO AND GUATEMALA
are having Utile acrapa from time lo time.
We arc pleased to know that difficulties do
not beset us when It comes to retaining the
good will and continued patronage of people,
who entrust us with their plumbing contracta. The reason for tills will easily manifest Itself onco you havo become acquainted
with the ctnsi of work we d. As we employ only experienced plumbers and use thu
best material you can depend on gettlnií
high class work at all tluica. Katltuaua
cheerfully furnished.

eORMDAILE'S

Bargain
Store

i

Kcmrtly One of the
Kent on Ihe Market.
many
Chamberlnln's Toiiuh
For
Hemerty has commnlly trained In fnvor and
populiirlty unlit It la now ona of the moxt
Htttlile moduinoa In une and ban an enormotia
mile.
Intanried especially for aiutu
II
throat and luna; díñenles, atich na roio'ha,
cold anil croup, and can ahvitys be depended upon.
and aafo to
It In
tako and ta undoubtedly the bent In the
market fur the purposen for which It la In-

tart SO
f
722

W.

mi

"

Co.
HcllVlumbmr
'J.TheL.Vromot

A;.

Stl-Ve- r

Ill

t'hunilierliiln'a Cough

I

tended.

WANTED

by all druKipata.

Hold

ltOSMKI I. AI TOMOBH.E Ml.
Mall and nnaaeniier line between" lloawell
N. M , and 'roianue, N. M-daily, Kundny
tnelti'led. eoneetlnir with all tratos on the
Ko Cent rnl Jlallr uida.
Hock Inland and
leavn Itoawnll at 1 p. ni. Iave Torrnnce
on arrival of Hock lain ml train due at I a.
m. Ilunnlna- ttnio between Ihe two potnta 6
hotim. Meala furnished at Camp Needrnore
frets of tharffe. Kxeuraion parties nceomnio-dale- il
by notifying Ihe company two dayi In
advance.
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To supply your demand for
Fall and Winter Shoes,

anything in our
power to make it pleasant
Wo will do

and profitable to you to deal
with us, We have the biggest assortment of up to
date shoes we ever handled,
Our prices are as close as it
is possible to make them
and we guarantee every pair
to give satisfaction,

AM. TOWS AM

Kit TO (IKT M II AT VOC
WANT IV FANCY OR NTAI'I.K fiHOf'F.R-IK4- .
HI I K I S. WK HAVK NKARLY
F. (I. PRATT
Ml.
A

Ilalaiim Mild His Ass.
A man was bardgeiing a simple
la your preeem employment eltln to ha
minded old countryman about mira-cie- Intolerable?
and annwer a few Mornand in particular about HalnHin ing Journal warl aii.
Ass, and at last he said: "How Is It
possible for an ass to talk like It
Hvery ropy or evrry Imne of the Morning
man ?"
journal eliould lie a ttitleetiian for ou.
"Oh, well," said tho other with
meaning emphasis, "I don't see why
It Isn't as easy for an flsa to talk, like
'
a. man as It Is for a man to talk like uu Canned
Fruit Way Up
assl" Jewish Outlook..
n,

.
Help Wiuilc.l.
We always knew that Fred Harvey Hut hot with un. Wo will aell yuu
the Mil- demanded for his service men of ex
ti aordltiai y ability, but we doubt it Ion brand, l"t pound rana of
nwi-- !
be can final a man to fill Ihe requirefollowing
mea. cuta ftluma.
ments set forth In the
blaekberrlea, Partlelt
'
sage aent by one of his mañane''' "l
grapi'a

penr

at per can

or

Walter Itiiker'a
Ü

Wulf.tr

éUir'a

pound
!

j

!

Ijirge cain of ('"ton Tom iton,

i,.30e

fur.

. .

.ISe

patent
Shoes,
Colt
M.50 to $ 1.00
Men's Shoes, Vict Kid $2.50 to $ 1.0 )
ton's Slio' i, Calfskin 2.00 to $.1.51)
Patent

(

BUYERS'
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J

LJ
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OHIO!,.1

Shoes
Iris
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LIGHTNING HAY PRESSE S, J. Korhcr & Co., N. Second
IF YOU'RE IN THE DARK

I

f

to where to go for your plumbing,
let U.I enlighten you. It you want
broken water or iteam pipe fixed, new
$aa lUturea, s bathroom put In, or
furnace repaired, come to na. We do
new work oiajle
r aav kind !
repair. Our work U ngfet and io are
our prices.

!

V

r

r

A'

Sri

U

STANDARD PLUMBING AND
HEATING COMPANY.

li ynur end of It wtien you deal with u In
lumber, islie'her you annt beDon lutfueed
.me sftle or fi.tir; bnardi plain of tit'ltrdi
pinned, lotiKued and aroiii-ad- ;
lath, alilniilei,
or what nut without ktcis or ntvr tlefei'i.
If a attek of wood In Dili yard Isn't first
we lell ymi so, and eliarsn you only
rl
"sec. mis" price If yol want It at ail.
V"ufs t ir a aqu ira dent.

1

.$2.50 to

l!,i

uñe

l)iin- $ 1.50 lo $2.01

for

i,

í.t.OO fo $5.00
Vit

gol.l

GAS!!
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Men's

Women's Shoes,

anil liundrrtU of other bar linn at

ill,,

1

THE SQUARE END OF IT

Women's Shoe.",
Kid
Women's Shoes,
Kid

ran Cocoa. ,, ,55e

puimd can Choeul

yjmyr.J Ji

i

peio-liin-

I'm. I.le Tell Fiwh Oilier AIhmiI í!no4 Tilinga.
people knew of am-Twelve yenri ago ft-a prpart!'in a a IMwiler fur Hie lr.t.
af!-- r
TimIuv
Ihe rinn1n
mfrlt tif A llf n a
Foot-Kan- e
lve-by
h
l'ilil year after Vet
one arftUf1d iriton to another, lb,re are
a
eoon
ttn
million
rouhl
in
ilenttfrtr-- aa without the ría y uee of AUetCa
Kooi-Kw- .
II la a
whoicnonie. heitW
po,,.r to he HhRknii ritn
tti", jiilla.-olHh.
ihtih li; plVen fflO 01 CiOrt- -j
lo t ire,l are! a IiIok feel In a'i tsr!a of
$
(he r.irlil It rutea wliil vim al

books,

rubber stamps and special ruled blanks are time savers.

HAIR GOODS

Famous Indian Prisoner
at Ojo Caliente, New Mexico,
in April of 1877; His Record,

'old-time-

West End of tho Viaduct.

That Loose Leaf Devices, special made blank

PARLORS

PARISIAN BEAUTY

mer-tippe- d,

i

CO.,

"A SURE THIE3G"

B.H.Briggs&Co

Took

res-

I

We can make them any style or shape to suit your needs

pest-ridde-

New-Yor-

FURNITURE

FUTRELLE

known everywhere as
the very best.

10

The manager of a big London

all-ste- el

CHASE &
SANBORN
TEAS AND
COFFEES

In his address before the national
prison congress at Chicago, Attorney
CAPTURED
Ceneral ponaparte pointed out h it
the habitual criminal was unknown to
our ancestors for the very good reason that he was hanged for his first
GERONIMO
n
felony if he did not die In a
Jill while awaiting trial. Wherefore, ho argued, "the habitual criminal is the product of modern civili- JOHN M, CLUM TO BE .
zation," and he would have society
DELEGATE FROM ALASKA
"cease to shelter Us proved and inveterate enemies."

taurant has been interviewed In
and asserts that the service In
Ihe big restaurants of that city Is
wretched because "the waiters are

dflO

I

9

DRUGGISTS.

FOR

yOi

V

VV

always good.

Telegram.
'
Dispatcher, Las Vegas:
The coal is poor and will not burn
The Steam Is low and the' wheels
won't turn;
Now she's dead upon the hill
And angels w hisper, Peace, be still."
Santa. Fe Employe's Magazine.

IK

--

spring Is made from
The No. 1 single cono, patented
steel spring wire, drawn expressly Tor tho purpose. It Is- - also
nttached to our patent heavy cross wire foundation, between, ,n
well as on the slat, and making it perfectly noiseless. It Is also fin- hile
Ished and enamel baked In ovens which are excelled by none.
It is specially Intended for heavy weights it. is equally good for medium weights. We have been soiling these springs for about ten
years and have never seen or beard of one sagginir. We and the
maJicrs themselves guarantee this spring for ten years and the price is
only $5.00. For saie only by the
No.

,

The New York Mail seems to think
history ought to repeat Itself In one
particular, and says: "With his precious courts the president of Venezuela comes near reproducing the pirate commonwealths In the eastern
Mediterranean which Pompey stamped out under orders from republican
Rome. It Is pretty near time that this
predaceotts mountebank on the Caribbean was laid by the heels."
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'

Z
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V

Order It the next time you
- , need flour.

-

The Baltimore un thinks our national problem, according to the Idea
of the republican leaders, Is m. so
much the tariff as who ordered the
cocktail.

$Sr

(

LEGCETT-PÍ.AT-

THE BREAD BAKER.

i

It Ought to lie.
The goldren rod is yellow; It alwaya
is, I thin!;.
It ought to be more versatile, and run
to blue' or pink.
The trees within the orchards with
apples now are red,
Excepting where they peaches bear
or plums or prunes instead.
Tho gentian's
azure beauty, makes
blight tho autumn scenes;
The genetian always blooms in fall In
all tho magazines.
The aster, too. gets buy; assumes
Its autumn dress.
And gets- a hand throughout thu land
from poets of the press.
The caterpillaVs ripen, and one by one
they fall
On May or Sue or Gcraldim; and makt
those damsels squall.
For this Is sw eet September, that gay
ami golden lime .
When every bard grinds out a yard o:
russet rune und rhyme.
San Antonio Express.

Mr. Cleveland Is still sufficiently
conspicuous to be the subject of that
significant tribute to modern greatness, the health rumor.

THE

HOUSE
FLOUR

Coming Home,
Th" mountain peak,
Tho groves of pine,
At ten per week
Were very line.
The mountain view was grand to sec,
Put home looks pretty good to nie.

was before.

ni

Har-rlma-

want a man who can milk twenty-nvt- .
at once." Please advise. Sarita
Fe Knlployes' Magazine.

The price of coal has experienced

SEPTEMBER 24,1907.

TUESDAY,

Cflw.i

another advance at Pittsburg, and is
now a few cents higher than it ever

guar-iiiteelr-

The st itehoAil movement Is so pop-i- ll
ir with the people, und the present
conditions are so favorable to success,
are left
that the
without an available argument against
II, and hence n part of them resort to
dilatory tactics, in the hope of keeping
the work back till It will be too late,
while the remuinder simply try to discourage Ihe movement by crying, "11
TIIKY AI.I. DO IT.
can't be done, you know it can't, ami
In its demand for the Abatement of
Hut
what's the use of trying?"
the ugly billboard nuisance, the "can't," while it succeeds sometimes
Morning Journal does nut stand alone. in holding
the world bin k a little,
Progressive towns all over the coun- never accomplishes anything.
try are agitating the rime reform, and
one of Ihe most encouraging signs of A I IF, TIIK ItAH.IJOAHS M'AltKD?
the limes Is the fact that the United
In the course of a comprehensivo
States government Is now taking n
hand In Ihe same good work. The and carefully considered article on the
drift of public opinion Is well shown railway question, the phoenix Repubby Ihe following, which we take from lican says: So far as the Republican
and Ihe great ma?s of the people of
a leader In tho Washington Star:
n
The fight against billboards I gain- this country ore concerned, Mr.
I
not to he considered.
The
ing ground, and In various cities the
sentiment In opposition to this form of main fact before us Is that something
trade announcement has reci tied a h is ociuiTod to bring railroad develThe railroad
formidable height, with the probable opment to a HtnndaMII.
y
men tell us that they are doing well
result that prohibitory, or at least
will be with their existing lines, profits are as
regulatory, riuict ment
made lu many ijiiaiier to reduce the great as they have ever been and
proportion" of the evil. Public taste dividends are declared with regularity.
In offended by these dating, glaring, They only complain that they cannot
obnoxious boardings. They obtrude procure money for the building of
The money U In the country,
themselves upon the vision at every
turn. They mar the landscape In the but the greater part of It Is going Into
country as well as In the city. 'Nicy the banks where It will retnuln until
the storm ha passed.
must go.
The people have been taught lately
For years the recruiting officers of
managers
are
railroad
the army and nnvy have utilized the (hat th
and that any
of attracting thieves, und
billboards as a mean
new members of Uncle Ham's fighting money enti usted to them Is likely to
Highly-colore- d
pictures of be lost. A great many of lh people
forces.
uniformed men of all branches of both believe It; they were ready to believe
servbes have been displayed freely It before It became un officially
doctrine. The fact Is that It
of this
atol thus the government
who are scared, and not
!s
people
the
a
to
party
United States has become
the offense. fiut of late, thanks to Mr. Hat rim, n or the other great railthe ptesnite of public; sentiment road managers.
why the
We nre sill! wondering
against this nuisance, the federal officio's have been lessening the ue of people, that Is, the people who are
locking their money up, have been
billboards.
We understood In
Secretary Mclralf has done a good thua stampeded.
work In llils tcgnrd by Instructing Ihe Ihe beginning that fear wna to be
recruiting officers to use fewer post-r-- thrown Into the railroads to make
and more newspaper advertising them behave hptli-- toward the public.
pae. The resulta of the change That Hie railroad have been disturbed we have abundant evidence, liul we
hrtve I.e. ti marked. Naval cniiftnictit
liitvc Itirreaeed la lati'e piot'Ortlona, fail to see In what manlier Ihe people
t
nu crl rl h ive been bcüifltil or In what maiii.cr
!t i' aduime
be u
I4i.
lily ir it' ri,il .. ; t'i the loiprnve.l they lire likely to be benefited.
'flu- immorality with
whlih the
puolle
!,.( 'i-- "I l in,g lif.lt the
;i Ha ft if c
as railroads me cha t , and for whlcn
or !
i.f toe ti
.
,
l.
f T Vt.ltni;
IIhV are In iiiir fiuü le' ly. o fir, prn- l
If .lili
- nf
!J
I
I,
e
u hi, h
ai;.. U
y r
l) ef I.r:i.
the
iMi'i.er do public (I large
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GOSSIP ABOUT
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LET US TOY TO
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Personal knowledge is the winning factor in llie culminating contests of
competitive ace and when of ample character it places its fortunate
fossessor in the froni ranks cf

É
y
m iliil

The Well Informed of the World.
vast fund of personal knowledge is really essential to the achievement
highest excellence in any field of human effort.
(

A

of the

when a true and wholesome remedy is desired it should be remembered that Syrup
of r igs and Llixir of Senna, manufactured by the California Fig Syrup Co., is an
ethical product which has met with the approval of the most eminent physicians and
gives universal satisfaction, because it is a remedy of
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Judge. Edward Kent, of Arizona, lüia
Known Quality, Known Excellence and Known
Just returned to Arizona nftcr an exElks' Theater, Friday Sept. 27
and has won the valuable patronage of millions of the w ell
Farts
tended visit in the east, during which
their
of
world,
know
knowledge
actual
personal
who
own
use that it
and from
he tfas a Visitor to the ,,i csidfüt at
and best ci iamtly fixatives, lor which no extravagant or unreasonable claims are made,
Oyster liny.
ONE NIGHT ONLY
in pen king of tho outcome of the
Tills valuable remedy has been long and favorably known
joint statehood question to the Phoeunder the name of Syrup of Figs and has attained to world37TH ANNUAL TOUR.
nix neu'8npcrs. Judie Kent expressed
wide acceptance as the most excellent family laxative. As its pure
Kre;it satisfiietion. ll will be remem
laxative principles, obtained from Senna, are well known to physicians
bered thai the first Intimation the
people of Arizona had that the presiGRANDEST
THE OLDEST,
and tne Well Intormcd or the world to be the best we have
dent would no longer espouse the
C
adopted
the
elaborate
Figs
of
of
more
STup
ORand
name
4,
AND COSTLIEST
cause of joint statehood was upon the
Llixir of Senna
occasion of Judge Kent's visit and
as more fully descriptive of the remedy.
ON
GANIZATION
luncheon with him in July. In speakbut doubtless it will always be called for by the shorter
ing of this visit and the subsequent
EARTH.
name of Syrup cf Figs
and to get its beneficial
announcement that no further steps
would be taken by the administration
effects, always note, when purchasing the full
toward joint statehood. Judge Kent
California Fig Syrup
name of the Company
said: .
Co.
printed on the front of every package,
"In July, as you know. I went to
Oyster Hay at the invitation of 'the
whether you call for
Syrup of Figs
"v
president, taking luncheon, end spend,.. 1...
j.. u name
n
r i v
ing n portion of the day there. The
upup of
president evinced a great interest :n
EL'xir of Senna.
Arizona and affairs here and spoue
1
very appreciatively of the good work
ya
KIbbey
done
Governor
that
had
governor and expressed his Jisire.
that he should Continue to remain 4
governor during his term.
40 OF AMERICA'S GREATEST
"We, of course, discussed also the
MINSTREL STARS.
Joint statehood question, and the president at that time stated to me that he
had no Intenlon of urging any further
Joint statehood legislation. He said
GORGEOUS SCENIC
that he was satlsfled from the vote of
VATION.
the people last fall that Arizona was j
opposed to the measure and by tho
huge vote given against it he believed
that the sentiment of the peopl" would
PRICES $1.00, 75c, 50c.
not undergo any change,' and , that
LOUISVILLE, KY.
LONDONLENGLAND.
that was, therefore, decisive of the
matter. The president's whole course
SEATS AT MATSON'S.
In the joint statehood matter lias been
manly and very generous to the people of the territory and very characMo., Mrs. FeHsenden's oWl
tho Indians of the Southwestern Dl(.
teristic of him. He firmly believed in Clinton,
B. M.
t'liiteii Suue .
the joint statehood measure ns one home.
Fi ldny they will go to Avoca grows.
llartlett Personal Xarratlve of
desirable for the besf'interests of the Colonel
FesMendeii's heautitul idaci.' a;
In Texas, .New
and
country at large, and was desirous of
.Mexico, t:t.
seeing the people of Arizona adopt It. tlx. ymouth of the Anclote river, vher
Hp had been ied to believe by state- - the will remain several wo'ks
lrown -- The Cloty- Seekel'S.
ments made to him. not only by peo- iiion-a:i,.n i..tn.l
OB
Eñl
pie outside of the territory, but, 1 re- Sunshine.
gret to say, by people in fa eiríl'TV
Echoes Fjom the ItoL'.iy
tnat the opposition to joint nieh.i.id
ItAKMOTT r.ril.MXf!.
Honors
came only from poliicians and others
DorH'.v Indian.i of the iotitiiwest,
Jiaving personal interest in opposing it,
jTwo Weeks From the Opening; ll.ihif J.i!l.iry of New MexlO.
and that the people themselves grnerally were not opposed to statehood on
llerrtra Ilistorv of N'e Mi:.lco.
Liquor Co.
now
having
people
these, terms. The
Management is Well Satis-- j H. Mister Tne .Navajo and lli.-by
having
their
shown
spoken, and
Hhinket.
Succeisnra to Mellnt A. K ilk In
votes their disposition In the matter
ficd With the Outlook Fair
mid Hucheclil & Otnml
The ', tanta Fe Trail.
Inni.in
. and
their unalterable opposition to
W IIOI.ICS.II.K
llliAI.l its IN
Jamcj
In 'inn1 Oat of Ihc tld Mli.
such 11 merger, the president, in the
Prices,
j '.Show
sImiih ol Californi.t.
true American spirit, has accepted the Carefully
Volume,
Prepared
,1anie- - liilii.n riisliehv.
YISW, UÍJUOnS & CIGAHS
will of the people as conclusive, and
painted'
James
Indians of tho
the question of joint statehood is now
U'e handle everything: In our line
Done
from yesterday U the In sen ite ;io,i.
of
Direction
weeks
Under
ended. When the rlgnr time eonvs
Hi, iiOi.nine lit' llit. Iihri'ft
ilfit.'.
Write for Illustrated Catalojruo nr.il
(,f
'.V
Slorv
.'dedico.
'i
l.idd
wi'.l
we
will
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the stateho.nl that
.9iinnrintrnHp.!'ii
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New
thn
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Price List, Ivsuei to dealers only
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Land
v
of
l'oeo
V
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V
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Arizona,
single
lilt.
for
statehood
be the
Tfli'iilione l:i
ticéis yesterday announced that nil
Sp mi-Lainniis
l'ioncei
by
right.
Is
ours
y
that
plan for the carnival had lieeu
mis Si l a H;,'e (!ornei4 of (u: ritiKR ruisr t. "n rorrrn vi
Department of Education,
lonn
"I have noticed while I have beer,
completed and that nolhine, Country.
away, In some of the papers In the
now remains to he done hut to per-- !
l,u:nmy Tr.i.m, A.thh liie Conil-nen- t.
i.,..i,i,e at ..tomento to the effect thai
tile p'- here tins ju-- t cume from the pres. I'ect details and to carry out extensive;
THE
the president abandoned his joint
grain, which
the most
ii.iloricil .Sketclies of Now
statehood policy because of some deal of the Journal Publishing company ever attempted. . The outlook for a. ble j l'llnce
NÍCO.
respect
arrangement
To the Mining Camps of Colomade with
or
coim,l:itiiiii of the school laws of and in every way successful fair has1" Ftorms
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the delegation from tills territory to.
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A Knowledge of Forms, Knowledge of Functions fend Knowledge of Products are all of the utmost value and in questions of life and health
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SOME OF YOUR IDEAS ABOUT PIAMOS.
REALIZE
WE LIKE TO HAVE PEOPLE COME lfl WHO ARE INTERESTED IN MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
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of New Mexico on Return to
His Home in the Sunny
South,
Tho following, from a recent
of the Tampa, Fin.. Times, p.lves u fail
i,i,..i r,r what some recent visitors In
Albuiucniue think of this city and th ';
1..wiei, r míale
Vn...
Colonel .1. H. Fessenden und family
Monday nlKiit from
returned
N. M., where they have spent
Tliey report H thorthe Hummer.
oughly dellnlitrul und very berietlclal
trip.
This Is n ben ut if nl country and Hie
I'litnale is Ideal," f U Colonel
"1 ih. n't think I have cvr had
n.
The teinp.T-ii more delight fnl trip.
Hi re is about the P.tliw us it Is in
Tampa, but the air is very dry. It Ik
especially benetu'tal to people ion
have linn? troubles,
"I met nevernl people w ho formerly
resided In Tamna in that seiiiim.!
aitiotifr them C. M. HrlKhnin nnd wlf
und a Mr. Hendry. .Mr. Urljfhaiii h.i-- '
a n'.ioj t ill
Ii aM'd the S.i.la npritivs.
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had pome wry,
'oloiiil
sport Mshiior in Ho" mountain
streams. lie iiilil'.ht the l.iriied trout'
that had ever been landed in that
ti.iri. und became ffimous oil ncciunl
lie related an Intefestlnir ii
of It.
i.v
l:i thH connection. One
he v as llshliix in h deep pool and had
landed three trout, when he noticed
three half kimwii mink coming down
still and tin
tie bunk. lie sat very
little animals ruine riKht up to hhn,-i
nnd one of them tut its paws umjimihis I' K. He lillempled to cnteli one,,
.
h.i'L
Pup
'ill
in i'" lii" ml
'tlropped Into tho pool, divint,' out of
e
lotoiietits later In b'- '
r- on t!
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te side, fltld d"' I'"'1K til H th"V
bad urured lili I ho il Hway, decided
I., r. in ti to
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ole'
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OF THE ATCHISON. T0PEKA
SANTA FE RAILWAY. THE NEW CITY OF BELEN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE. N. M IS AT
LOCATED ON THE CELEN CUT-OFLEADING EAST ANO WEST FROM GALVESTON AND CHICAGO TO SAN FRANCISCO AND LOS ANGELES,
THE JUNCTION CF THE MAIN LIKES OF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM
PASO,
AND
TO
EL
TEXAS,
THE REPUBLIC OF MEXICO.
FROM THE NORTHERN STATES
F

lXXCftOKl.TCQ

streets and avenues, rwn in the business
the o mers ot the Belen Townsite, consisting or 1000 Business and Residence Lots, size 2oxl42 teet, Irontmg upon w ana
I
he Atchison- - lopeka & bar.ta re naiivvay tompany is now grading ,ts extensive depot grourds
center or the new city ami directly upon the Santa re Hallway Depot Grounds.
yard limits 800 feet wide and a milo long (capacity of 70 miles of side track) to accommodate its immense passenger and freight trallic, Harvey eating House, round house, coal
chutes, water tanks, machine shops, etc,
.
THE CITY OF EELEN has h population of 1000, and several large Mercantile Houses, the bclcn Patent Holier wihis witn its lou barréis a day capacity, winery, etc. it is tne
largest shipping point for tlocr. wool, wheat, wne, beans, hay and fruit m New Mexico. From its location upon the great trunk line leading north, south, east and west, to all
Doints in the United States and Mexico its futuie growth as a Commercial point cannot be estimated. All fast limited, mail, express and freight trains will pass through Celen to
fhlwr.fi. Kansas Citv. Galveston and the PflHfifi P.n.itt. Tho wntr-- h pond nnd rlimntñ iinsumassed. Been has a $16.000 oub ic schoo house, two enurches, a commercial
PUÍ- newspaper and a good hotel, Tho lots ottered are low in niires and terms easy. Oni
etc. It needs right now a good .
ciub, thrcs hotels, restaurants,
.
...
r
i
ii
i.fi
.ii
Titlo
wa.ranty
deeds
perfect
and
given.
may remain on noie ana mcngago Tor one year wun imuruoi ai o per wm put uhmu.ii.
chase money casn
Come early if you wish to secure the choice lots, her further particulars ana prices or lots can in person or wiie io
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band back to his Kansas home for
burial.
H. P. Hall, proprietor of the Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works,
Is at St. Joseph's hospital recuperating
Jose Montoya, a saloonkeeper at
from a recent Illness In California. Thoreau, N. M., Indicted a week ago
Mr. nail arrived in tne city Sunday today by
the federal grand jury for
from the west with Mrs. Hall, and he
selling liquor to Indians, and a week
immediately went to the hospital.
Because of the disbanding of the Ki before named as a defendant In a suit
lls orchestra and band, the dance and brought by the American
Lumber
concert to have been given In the company. Is
not expected to live.
Commercial club on Wednesday night
Charlie Jones, In the liquor busiof this week has been postponed. The
were to have ness at Thoreau, and also indicted by
band and orchestra
given a concert and also furnish mu- the federal grand jury and a
by the lumber
In the suit
sic for the dancing.
Company O. First regiment, New company, arrived in Albuquerque last
Mexico National Guard, will hold a night from Thoreau, and said that.
and that the
meeting tonight at the Elks' opera Montoya was very Rick,
given up hope or savThe feature of the meeting physicians had
house.
Providing
is alive, the
he
ing
life.
his
will be an address by Major K. Ruppe
on his observations at the recent na- friends of Montoya will bring the sick
No.
tional shoot In Ohio. All members of man to this city this morning on
hospiCompany C and other companies are 2, placing him In St. Joseph'sMontoya
tal. According to Mr. Jones,
requested to attend.
Mrs. George Hlghbargin,
wife of lis suffering from Mright's disease and
officer George Hlghbargin, met with a general breaking down.
It was understood yesterday that
a painful accident last night that will
lay her up for a number of days. Mrs. the trial of Montoya for selling liquor
Hlghbargin had attended the Pawnee to Indians, the charge under which
Bill Willi West show and was on her they were Indicted will not be tried
way home. She boarded a lumber by this session of the United States
mill line ar at the show grounds and court.
San
Father C. M. Capilupi. of theTown,
at Sixth street nnd New York avenue
in Old
she was accidentally pushed off thi Feline de Nerl church,
car. Her head, back and arms were and Father Julliaru, or uauup, a. m..
quite badly bruised. She was taken to were at Montoya s oeusioe yetueiuiiy
her home in a cab and a physician to administer the last rites of the
church.
summoned.
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